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FEST LIST.
NEWS

BEAST

Combat 18 rose from being street-

they found
that the AGM itself was on Great have spread paranoia amongst

IrishtheUnfortunately for
got smacked Freedom March on 30th January was pjCke(j Up on this, seeing C18 as the

when they went out for a stroll. The their high water mark.

n

since the Battle of Trafalgar. Although

SHOW TRIAL FLOPSpen

Ian

each year - must be stopped!

Club,

GREEN ANARCHIST NO. 32 / Page 1

shown at Eltham, C18 are a bit of a 
cult with morons who think they’re

FIGHT FOR 
THE MINERS!

Blood 6 
'White Christmas’

C18 hangers-on along its route instead, on the rise as a reaction to post- 
Py the largetst mass arrest in London Waterloo pig pen policing.

anti-fascists
opposition

THE LAND ISSUE. ANTI-FASCIST, ANTI-NUKE, ANIMAL LIB 
& EARTH ACTION UPDATES. TWYFORD. D.I.Y. JAMMER.

DONATIONS to pay Spud's £185 fine 
and costs to Box A, 111 Magdalen 
Road, Oxford.

to march back the way they’d come. 
Instead the fascists had to disperse at 
the Cenotaph.

the park opposite and trapped by 
mounted cops.

When released later

No. 32 SUMMER '93 60p 
FREE TO PRISONERS

*. /

A A

embryonic equivalent of the neo-Nazi 
groups now banned in Germany. They, 
rather than the anti-fascists, are now

n A

a
a

established fascists.
KILBURN

C18,

Graham 
alleg- 
busily

FROM the 
Campaign,

"Red scum
jeers from a

Smith Street, a stone's throw from
Parliament - and just over the road 
from Scotland Yard! Riot vans every
where - and more penning up after a 
couple of Nazi scum i

Met just couldn't allow a riot on their leafletting 
doorstep and anti-fascists, :

of the 
national

: Mr
active anj Rahman and their daughters,

1__ 1 Instead of hordes of cops at the ----------- Camiiv
the grounds of the local church. The Labour Club, the gig venue, we found INFO FROM the Socialist 
cops were lucky to stop the fascists none. The 80+ anti-tascists that nefence (,a^p^ • . . Y 
stomDlno on the plaque laid to Rohit's attended m«t no ooDosltlon and Wood Street, Bolton BL1 1DY.

The 80*
met no

National Party's redirection point for 
their AGM on 24th October. Euston

five-to-one
even if too Cops initially tried to stop the Searchlight, in turn, aligns with the

many of them were ANaL with their 2,000 marchers leaving Hyde Park for same SWP they were slagging off as
bloody silly yellow lollypops. Kilburn but, when the march went "opportunists" a year earlier as a

Red Action and Anti-Fascist Action ahead anyway, they nicked the 350+ controllable alternative to squaddism -
tried to keep out of the pen on

steps
assembly

LUCU nui’i V/11 fclfcll WWWDVM . -- w——V- .. ..VWV «

Station, found themselves herded into heroes because they beat up Socialist BNp activist.
WHAT'S GOING ON?

The German government's post-Rostok 
realisation that fascists aren't good 
for a countries international image - 
even if they're useful for enforcing 
Fortress Europe legislation [see GA30J. 

The British state seems to have

They'd been 
; around London footle 

including matches for weeks, presenting the
two of our mates from Bolton Evening commemoration of Bloody Sunday (the seen as a greater threat to public 
Noose, were nicked. British Army's massacre of 14 un- order so the new Met high pig, Paul

armed civil rights protestors in Belfast Condon, trots out his "groups inciting 
nFMFMRRiMPF RiiNnAY ln 1972^ as an niRA march". With racial hatred will not be tolerated"

DUiNUMi London AFA weakened by sectarian line, lets Gerry Gable back into
Next came Remembrance Sunday, 8th squabbling, the fascists thought it was Hendon Police College, and collabo-
November, where the National Front their best chance to seriously put the rates with him after the Irish Freedom
were outnumbered five-to-one by boot in. March to crush C18.
counter-demonstrators, even if too Cops initially tried to stop the Searchlight, in turn, aligns with the

ELTHAM
We haven't heard much good about 
the Rohit Dhughal memorial march 
through Eltham either. If you believe 

marchers led by

■
SINCE THE BATTLE OF Waterloo [see memory in the area. patrolled the streets without hassle.
GA31] anti-fascists have been having Combat 18 rose from being street- From this, it looked like police 
a thin time of it, shifted from one selling muscle on Brick Lane to being harrassment had ended. A month later, 
pig-pen to another’ when they turned the fascist version of Red Action at Searchlight was crowing about Notting 
out to oppose the nazis. the BNP York Hal1 meeting around -hamshire Constabulary nicking key

April 1992 and make a habit of listing fascists in the town like 
THE BNP AGM anti-fascists in their illiterate Hitler- Trasker and Simon Chadwick

Everyone who turned up at the British worshipping, shit sheet, Redwajch. As edly tied up with C18 and
. z, „ - * ~ grassing them and each other up - and

transferring a copper whose son was a

BLONDE BEAST and hatchet man, 
multi-millionairie minister Michael 
Heseltine, unleashed Gotterdammerung 
on Britain's working class with his 
October announcement that every pit 
in the country was to be axed.

The pit closures plan is vindictive 
score-settling against the National 
Union of Miners, revenge for Heath's 
humiliation in 1974 and bringing That- 
chula to the brink of resignation in 
the 1984-5 strike. Heseltine's econo
mic excuses for pit closure are total 
bollocks - he won't axe nuclear power 
even though it's so uneconomic his 
party couldn't even privatise it. North 
Sea gas is going to burn out in a 
decade, oil-fired stations are obviously 
more costly than coal assuming lethal 
pollutants and carcinogens like ori- 
mulsion aren't burned in them, and 
it's no surprise miners in UK can't 
work as cheaply as child labour in 
Latin America. Holier-than-thou greens 
that think it's a choice between coal 
or acid rain are full of shit - coal'll 
be imported if it's not mined here.

Everyone's rallied round the miners 
(even yuppies pissed off about not 
being able to pay their mortgages), 
London's seen some of the biggest 
marches this decade, and even arch
Tory Rupert Murdoch's Daily Mirror 
printed posters in their support! Thanx 
to the intervention of anti-European 
Thatcherite MPs like Winston Churchill 
- trying to fuck up Major and support 
their lackeys in the Union of Demo
cratic Mineworkers that they sets up 
to sell out fellow miners in the 1984 
-5 strike - about a quarter of the pits 
are going to close next year, not this.

GA supports the miners, as we did 
in the last great strike, but notes that 
fighting to save an industry under the 
control of the existing old order surr
enders the initiative to it. That old 
world is dying - let's get together our 
own economy outside State control, 
where we can pull the plugs on theirs 
without cutting our own throats.

gaethed1ngtorppos^teWnthe Nf' assembly slnce ‘he BattIe °[ Trafalgar. Although So are we going to let the cops do 
5 J , very few were charged, their details Our job? Are anti-fascists going to be
point at Bressinger Place and delrayed were taken, denying C18 the opport- relegated to the role of police grass 

-_ -* *“ ‘ unity to act anonymously in future.

mob of brain-dead locals cheerled by a fancy dress do In Klan robes. 
Combat 18 boneheads in and around ’

Wankers who don't know how to look 
after themselves. However, their aggr
essive and ill-informed mole hunts 

more

the start of the march for half an 
hour until.moved on. MAMccinn

The NF were even more pathetic MANSFIELD
than usual - despite only getting There's been
placards, phlegm and abuse chucked at whether this is 
them from the pen because anti- L_____
fascists couldn't bust out of police tolerable anyway. Our experience of [Sources: OxFiend/Contra-Flowl
lines, their embezzling fuhrer Ian the AFA benefit gig In Mansfield on ——-——■
Anderson couldn’t even persuade them 12th February suggests it isn't.

We'd heard Mansfield was a real SAVE THE RAHMANS 
snake-pit, "the strongest BNP area
outside the East End" according to a ^gcASTLE ANARCHISTS REPORT: 
local activist, with fifty i ‘ *
members, the backing of a gang of ghabana and Malka, live In Bolton. The 
fourty skins, and support from Oldham, Borne office want to deport them to 
Rochdale and other fascist nests. Last Djibouti. Mrs Rahman has cancer and

Snarrhlloht marchers led by the December, Blood 8 Honour held a WOn't get proper treatment there, 
family of the 14-year old murdered by 'White Christmas' gig In the town shabana Is multiply lh®ndlc.appadThaBn.dr 
faaciata worn arAAtAd bv "Red 9cum which 400 attended and three local ^as to go to a special school. Their 
Off our Streets8" l^s from a lyncT coppers had been, caught out gofng to deportatlon - and that. ofj,390 others

or 'extras' on media-orientated liberal 
demonstrations organised by lobbyists? 
Fuck off to all that - we know who 

lot of talk about Our local fascists are and we know 
'one-off' - as if how to deal with them! 

marching under police 'protection' was

THE STATE'S ATTEMPT to frame 
Class War as responsible for stirring 
up the 1992 summer riots [see GA31] 
has failed.

Virtually all of the Class War 
Federation's national fifty-strong 
membership were arrested during the 

-28th June 1992 'Weekend of Dis
content'. The cops have been forced 
to drop charges against all but one of 
them, Spud from Manchester, who ad
mitted possessing a knife outside 
University College at the Kick In The 
Balls demo in Oxford.

49^0759848959534185052
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VANGUARD LEAVES PORT and no-one had a torpedo! [Black 6 White 6 Green]

FOR

mIn

needalsoThey■ r- \
A45

ENEMIES OF THE ANIMALS
MAC ATTACK

A5.1

saythe

On

GA33’s
two

THE UEIGHBOUHHOOD OURMAJOR

WATCH SIGHS HAVEFROGHORTON....
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PLOUGHSHARES 
STRIKE AGAIN!

YOU GIV3 IE HASSLS 

AND ITS YCJR 
lift **

Horn#
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LETTERS OF SUPPORT TO:
Chris Tucker (RR1914), HMP Brixton,
Jebb Avenue, London SW2.

..OUT OF NOWHERE A 
TERRIFYniC TIDE WAVE 
OF THE GREAT UNWASHED

APPEARED... I

Front page headline 
of the Oxford Mail, 
9th September 1992

SOMETHING TERRIBLE 
HAL EA_?Klii

US' LL TRAMPLE 

YOUR CRC.'S ..

TWEtLl HCGfETl,

*ru£ Er*
s

IS YOUR ROTARY 

COP - CUTTER CONN* 

DO THE BUSINESS ??

WE'RE PISSED OFF 
WITH BEINC PUSHED 
-—S AROUND

A

All
North - Gate"

4*A

/

f

IS /
/

UXTfl

IN ENGLAND'S GREEN AND 

PLEASANT LAND TRAVELLERS

ARE BANDINC TOGETHER..

A10 GrouD

14 Jun* 1988 I
Fire m tntium . 
laboratory

A

AINT NO FUJKEB 

GONNA STOP

CONVOY 1!

19 Oct 1982
Fire m Radioactive Waste
Management Complex

Warfieaa core
taoncation/fissiie
material handling

«J
-

MORE INFORMATION: Faslane 
Peace Camp, Shandon, Helensburgh, 
Dunbartonshire, Scotland G84 3NT.

A

LETTERS OF SUPPORT TO:
Chris Cole, HMP Bedford, St Loyes
Street, Bedford MK40.

I

FREEPOST: Send anonymous bricks 6c 
as they have to pay postage.
The Field, FREEPOST of 344, Oxford 
0X2 ODP [bloodsports magazine at 5 
Kings Meadow, Ferry Hinksey Road, 
Oxford].
Jess Miller Fishing Tackle, FREEPOST, 
PO Box 1461, London W6 OSL [letter
box sized parcels only].
FREEFONE: dial from a public callbox 
and leave the phone off the hook. 
Burger King, 0800 181167.
Dairy Crest 0800, 181016.
Group 4, 0800 440000 [DoT's private 
army on the Dongas - Tory MP, Mal
colm Rifkind, is a director and also 
patron of Friends of the Earth...!]
American Express, 0800 521313 [built 
ski resort at East Fork, Colorado, 
wrecking a fragile eco-system].

19 Dac 1976 
Plutonium waste 
catches fire

I rm

n

* A COMMUNIQUE sent to GA urges 
armchair activists to book eye tests 
with Boots under false names (costs 
Boots £15 a time) and post bricks to 
Boots Health 6 Nutrition Advice, 
Boots Co. PLC, FREEPOST, Nottingham 
NG2 3AA.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Yellow 
Gate Women's Peace Camp, Greenham 
Common, nr. Newbury, Berkshire RGB.

k A50
TL 
\ \

-tx-r-
17 Jan 19M
Six workers contaminated when 
plutonium package splits open

NEARLY 100 PEOPLE have died as a 
result of accidents at the AWE 
(Atomic Weapons Establishment)

met blockaders there. Another thirteen 
were arrested.

Since then, repeated attempts have 
been made to get at the Vanguard, 
now in Faslane's protected area, by 
land through the razor wire and by 
canoe. Although activists have had no 
luck so far, they've got within 20

CONTACT the McLibel Support Cam
paign c/o London Greenpeace, 5 
Caledonian Road, London N1 9DX.

n

exercise it" so
local McDonalds branch to fuck in 
coming months.
translators, press cuttings about how
shite McDonalds is, and MONEY.

~ —r
26 Mar 1992 
Beryllium swarf 

' ignites r

This is,
- juries sit for months-long 

trials without any 
problems! McDonalds are just scared 
that ordinary people are more likely 
to see what shites they are than some 
old tosser in a wig and fancy dress. 
Even more outrageously, the Two have 
been refused legal aid to fight their 
corner whilst McDonalds can afford 
£100,000s for their lawyers! Dave and 
Helen are appealing to the European 
Court about this blatant injustice.

It's urgent we show solidarity with 
the McLibel Two. As they say "The 
best way to defend free speech is to 

'free speech' your

CHRIS COLE, a Christian peace acti
vist, responded to Bush's bombing of 
Iraq by giving British Aerospace a 
hammering on 6th January.

At 4am, he entered BAe's Steven
age works wearing a white coat with 
"BAe Bomb Disposal" written on the 
back and an ID card reading "Chris 
Cole, Disarmer". He visited four 
buildings and battered in nosecones for 
the European Fighter Aircraft and 
Hawk strike attack aircraft destined 
for export to Indonesia, a regime 
currently genociding the people of 
East Timor. Security finally caught up 
with Chris after he had put up a 
"Heal the world - hammer BAe swords 
into ploughshares" banner, having done 
well over £475,000 damage.

BOOTS THE VIVISECTORS have been 
on the receiving end of an ALF 
economic sabotage campaign since the 
Animal Liberation Investigation Unit 
discovered they ran their own lab at 
Thurgatton, near Nottingham, on 3rd 
November 1990 [see GA26],

In addition to claiming responsibility 
for catapulting scores of Boots-related 
windows in a 26th November commun
ique, West London ALF announced that 
they would also be targetting "emplo
yees property, cars 6 houses".

So far, they have already paint- 
bombed the Berkhampstead home of 
one Boots director (forcing him to 
change his telephone number in under 
a day!) and paint strippered the car of 
a Boots manager in Greenford.
* PAUL SMITH from Cheltenham has 
been jailed for three years on 17th 
December for hoaxing the media, say
ing Campaign Against Animal Testing 
activists had infiltrated Boots ware
houses and spiked their toiletries with 
paraquat three months earlier.

Judge Geoffrey Still told Paul "It 
does not bear thinking about what 
might have been the impact on Boots, 
their employees and customers had 
even the smallest paragraph been 
published".

14 June 19M 
Radioactive material 
catches fire

Union and tried having a go at sabs 
by Redlands brickworks! The next day, 
thirty of them were out with the 
Chiddlngfold, but were so eager to 
scrap with sabs that the hunt had to 
pack up early!

Countrywatch argue they are acting 
as the landowners agents, empowered 
to evict 'trespassers' (ie. sabs) from 
private land under the 1986 Public 
Order Act using 'reasonable force'. 
The law, predictably, favours landed 
hunt set scum and the cops are out in 
force to protect the Surrey Union too, 
with their bullshit searches and road 
blocks, and turning a blind eye when 
sabs got boshed.

For all this, things aren't all going 
the Surrey Union's way - the cops 
have told them to hunt less regularly 
as policing each meet costs £20,000! 
There are rumblings about billing the 
Union instead of local tax-payers, too. 
Best of all, we hear that in March, 
one Countrywatch thug got a taste of 
his own medicine when he was least 
expecting - one minute he was pissing 
in the Gents in a Lancashire pub, the 
next he was floored by an anonymous 
iron bar cracked across the back of 
his skull. Hopefully these bastards are 
going to get the message: anytime, 
anywhere, an eye for an eye - and 
then some!
[Sources: Do Or Die/BBC South East]

CHRIS TUCKER was jailed for 15 
months for affray on 19th December 
after chucking a greenhouse fumigator 
into a McDonalds on Kinsington High 
Street, doing £l,000s smoke damage 
and bringing some excitement into the 
lives of the brain-dead consumers 
within. Chris is currently in 
shittiest prison in London.

metres of it and on 26th January, one 
was arrested for boarding HMS 
Sceptre, a nuclear-powered hunter/ 
killer submarine.

been stopped.
The lead singer of Deicide; Alan 

Stockwell of Rose Hill, Oxford; Karen 
Wheeler of Herne Bay, Kent; William 
Langler of Cambourne, Cornwall; Jerry 
Farrell of mid-Staffordshire and 
George Mash of Overstratton, Somer
set, have all been noted as responsible 
for cruelty to individual animals.

Finally, the Animals Militia
June Bally of Westergate, Chicester 
"betrayed 4 ALF activists by telling 
the police about the raid against 
Torbay Farm". She'd be wise to res
pond to this allegation in 
letters column.

I

FACTORY OF DEATH: Worst accidents at Aldermaston [Observer]

more convoys have been stopped,
resulting in another nine arrests.

I
I

accidents
Weapons

Aldermaston since it started making 
warheads for UK's nuclear arsenal in 
1950.

A Greenpeace report published this 
January says 987 accidents have 
happened there since 1962 including 
self-ignition of plutonium pits in the 
Al.l and A45.1 Buildings on 14th June 
1988 and 6-7th January 1991, the leak 
of 4,000-22,000 gallons of nuclear 
waste (including plutonium and tri
tium) into the Thames at Pangbourne 
in 1987, and three explosions in the 
1950's! Standards are slack at the 
AWE, one worker saying it is "like 
Steptoe's backyard in some places".

Greenham Women have been tar
getting the AWE, two from Yellow 
Gate recently spending a month in 
HMP Holloway for fence-cutting. They 
are particularly angry that Alder- 
maston is producing UK's Trident 
warbeads and urge people to look out 
for them on the motorway up to Coul- 
port, Faslane, hidden in green Foden 
articulated trucks and accompanied by 
armed Royal Marines disguised as 

lice outriders.
These convoys have been regularly 

harrassed since HMS Vanguard arreved 
at Faslane. On 10th November, seven 
activists were arrested when they

to escape being broken up by the 
buting hoax '£10 free shopping' Monopolies Commission due to their 
vouchers, leaving Tesco management excessive profits. Most of them got 
facing over 200 frustrated shoppers! planning permission off arrogant

As well as trolley runs across the landowner Nicholas 'Poll Tax' Ridley 
country later in September, Tesco then when he was Minister of the Environ- 
had to face a blockade at their Didcot ment prior to 1991. We at GA are 
store in solidarity with the Friends of rejoicing this scumbag died of lung 
Golden Hill [see GA31], with Oxford cancer this March and only hope that 
EF! Four activists - including one who his long-time buddie. Baroness Maggie 
gave his name as Ted Abbey! - were 'Mad Cow' Thatcher goes the same 
arrested for wedging themselves inside way as soon as possible
its rotating doors and chaining them- GA readers are urged to lift from 
selves across another entrance, display or boycott all the big superstores, 
-ing "Boycott Tesco - Green Field instead growing their own food, using 
Wreckers" placards. local stores or Kwiksave, the conven-

Their problem did not end there, ience store chain that is trying to 
During the run-up to Christmas, some provoke a price-cutting war amongst 
stores in the south found that stickers Three' by selling its stuff as
carrying bar codes for low-value prod- cheaply as possible.
ucts had been stuck over bar codes on ------------------------------------ 
expensives ones. More chaos at the CONTACT the National Sensitive Sites
check-outs! Alliance (NSSA), 210 Kellaway Ave-

GA hears that some activists are nue» Golden Hill, Bristol BS6 7YL for
now planning to infest new superstores more information on waging war on
with cockroaches. Apparently twenty the superstores, 
can be bought from certain biological

McTRIAL DUE
DAVE MORRIS AND HELEN STEEL are 
most likely be coming up for trial for 
telling the truth about McDonalds in 
October.

in the meantime, the bastards have 
been working overtime to railroad the 
McLibel Two. At Dave and Helen's 
2nd February pre-trial hearing at the 
High Court, McDonals, slick lawyers 
argued that "matters of nutrition, 
health and treatment of animals are 
too complex for members of the 
public" and moved for trial without 
jury. This is, of course, complete 
bollox
corporate fraud

PROFESSIONAL HUNT HEAVIES made 
their first appearance at the 1992 
Northumberland Beagling Festival in 
September.

A dozen of them were hired by 
Steven Stacey of Estate Management 
Services from Mark Pendlebury of 
Olympia International of Huddersfield, 
West Yorkshire for £15,000. They told 
the press they were ex-SAS Falklands 
veterans and took to chasing sabs on 
All-Terrain Vehicles (four-wheeled 
motorbikes). They argued that as 
agents of the hunt, they had the legal 
right to evict sabs from hunted land, 
but in fact just acted as muscle to 
intimidate sabs out on their own. 
Evidently they didn't really understand 
how beagling works because they did 
an excellent pre-beating job trampling 
around the edges of the hunts they 
were escorting and tended to leg it 
when faced by a larger mob of sabs.

More serious was the pissed-up 
rent-a-mob hired in from a para
military outfit called Countrywatch by 
actor Nosher Powell for the Surrey 
Union and Chiddingfold, Leconfield 6 
Cowdray foxhunts throughout this 
year's season. The South Coast heavies 
punched, grabbed, headbutted and 
sexually Insulting sabs whenever the 
cops weren't watching them. On 7th 
November, they got their comeuppance 
when they were out with the Surrey

THE ANIMALS MILITIA note that Colin 
French, a 'farmer' with over 10C con
victions for starving and abusing his 
stock will be in HMP Woodhill, Tatt- 
enhoe Street, Milton Keynes MK4 4DA 
until March this year. "Why not write 
him a letter?"

General Motors were given until 
Valentines Day to stop using pigs in 
crash tests [see GA30] of "ALL 
Vauxhall cars become legitimate 
targets" - including 2nd hand ones. As 
a result of combined action by the 
ALF and Earth Liberation Front on 
that Earth Night, these tests have

THE START OF SEA TRIALS for HMS 
Vanguard, the British nuclear sub
marine destined to carry new Trident 
missiles, met fierce resistance from 
peace activists.

When it was launched from Barrow 
on 23rd October, Sea Action tried 
intercepting it in the Walney Channel 
in the hope that they could hold it up 
long enough for the tide to go down 
and the sub to be stranded on mud 
flats. Heavy policing saved the sub.

When HMS Vanguard got to the end 
of its journey at Faslane base on the 
Clyde two days later. Sea Action were 
waiting for them again. A peace flot
illa consisting of nine inflatables, four 
canoes, three sailing boats and a jetski 
surrounded the Vanguard. Although the 
cops rammed, capsized and confiscated 
one sail boat, Faslane Sea Action's 
dingy got close enough for the ITN 
camera crew on board to film acti
vists knocking on the sub's hull!

Meanwhile, on land 160 demonstra
tors blockaded the base's South Gate 
and eight more rushed the North Gate 
in an attempt force a security alert. 
When this happens, all gates - includ
ing the Sea Gate! - are automatically 
locked by computer. Unfortunately, 
police intervened again to stop them, 
making thirteen arrests in all.

The following day, 26th October, 
harassment continued when a rogue 
road sign "South Gate closed 
vehicles proceed to 
caused a 6-mile tailback as traffic

ALL BEc3

2 Dac 1987 
Leak of at least 4.000 
gallons of radioactive 
waste contaminates 
farmland

6 47 Jan 1991 
Two plutonium fires 
on successrve days 
---------------------

dropped onto a convoy from Erskine 
Bridge, Glasgow, spraypainting windows 
and stopping it for half an hour. On 
4th December, more were arrested for 
spraypainting the parked-up convoy in 
Coulport base. And since then, _

A NEW TESCO SUPERSTORE that open suppliers for £1!
-ed in Didcot, Oxfordshire, got more All the major superstore chains -
customers than it bargained for when Tesco, Sainsburys and Safeways - are
it opened on 8th September. ELF had currently building on green field sites
been out the previous night distri-

hoax '£10 free shopping'
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ECO-WARS

Green Anarchist focuses on a key UK land
with him to drop EC environmentalIN THE BEGINNING....

THE DONGAS BESIEGEDWAR ON THE WATER MEADOWS

the

against tropical timber imports in a Landrover attempted to pull down

conjunction with the TDA, attempting Surveyors also left the

The

I
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the
at disruption 

to build bridge

the northern gate but gave up after 
its tyres were deflated by caltrops.

Mowlem's
arrived. Tarmac's started.

maximum 
attempt

What did you do during the 
Eco-Wars Daddy?
Did you watch as St Catherine 
was raped at Dawn, 
her womb ripped open, 
her blood and final breath 
left to catch the wind. 
Or did you fight 
tooth and nail, 
the Wyvern vibrant in your 
soul,
charging the wire with every 
conviction,
screeching as the men 
in yellow hats kicked your 
guts,
making you bend and groan.

What did you do during the 
Eco-Wars Daddy,
Did you stand by as the Dongas 
turned into a sludge, 
the mounds of tranquility 
echoing now a mortuary, 
its inmates of all species 
now laying scattered all along 
the ground.
Or did you get assaulted by 
the coppers,
their "just doing our job” smile 
sending you senseless 
as you held on to the lands 
battered flag,
not letting go while dozers trashed 
your paper line of spirit,
torn and bruised flesh that formed 
the last remaining wall.

the 
their

with him to drop EC environmental they'd illegally ver e 
objections when Mowlem started work
on the Down around February 1992.

When DeLors sold out the Down,
the TDA were broke and another
appeal seemed pointless. It was time
for direct action.

i

I

What did you do in the
Eco-Wars Daddy,
Did you bury your head in 
speeches
such bravado as you cuffed 
yourself to the fence.
But really only a Friend Of the 
Enemy,
No-one ever turns and deserts
If they're a true Friend of the Earth. 
Or did you spend a life preparing 
the Underground,
organising till the lines filled 
your face,

reclaiming the Earth at 
Midnight
Armed with nothing but a spanner 
and a dirty big iron mace.
What did you do during the 
Eco-Wars Daddy?
Did you carry the spade that 
dug a million graves,
set for a ruture of concrete 
and headlights, 
no meadows, no hills,
just lines of white markings 
and skid marks.
Or did you 
spend every night building 
defences,
working like a bat on fire,
Not budging when the blades 
were almost on you
not moving when the dump 
trucks poured their dust 
covering you brown.
Were you there when the war 
began for survival,
Daddy please tell me.
What did you do during the 
Eco-Wars,
Where were you the day they 
drove Twyford Down.

—
An Ode To Tinkerbell 6 Blue

ment parked up on the Olivers Battery Roger Jackson calling 
site three months later [see GA31).

ft

a public inquiry. Absurdly, 
inquiry allowed traffic lights 
Hockley crossing - the only ones ever 
installed on the M3 and the cause of 
delays and accidents.

Using the Hockley lights as an 
excuse, the road lobby argued for a 
bypass again in 1988. They claimed 
that by ploughing it through the Down 
east of St Catherines Hill, motorists 
would save four minutes drive through 
Winchester. They won the second pub
lic inquiry because they covered up 
the damage the road would do to 
ancient and natural sites and Win
chester College sold out their trust. 
The TDA knew what a disaster a mass

i sewer pipe, concreted over the 
majority of the Water Meadow SSS1, 
carved the southern edge off the 

r scheduled Iron Age field system when 
digging Major Cutting - and built two 
bridge sections.

A DoT front, the Institute of Terres
trial Ecology, announced it was going 
to deturf the Dongas and remnants of

Water Meadow SSSI's in late- 
September. The Tribe knew ITE was a 

fn’ front of Trojan horse to give DoT contractors 
and '

TWYFORD DOWN was supposed to be 
one of the most protected areas of 
outstanding natural beauty in England. 
The heart of the Down was an Anc
ient Scheduled Monument, the Dongas, 
unique neolithic trackways. The Dongas 
was also a Site of Special Scientific 
Interest as one of the last habitats of 
the Chalk Blue butterfly and six differ 
-ent species of rare orchid. To the 
east Is another Ancient Scheduled 
Monument, an Iron Age village and 
field system, and there are numerous 
other unscheduled ancient sites on the 
Down including St Catherines hill fort 
and medieval plague pits. South of the 
Down is another SSSI, the water mead 
-ows along the bottom of the Itchen 
Valley.

To protect the Down from Win
chester's urban sprawl, two local old 
boys placed the land in trust with 
their old school, Winchester College, in 
the 1920s. The road lobby had their 
first crack at the Down In 1976, 
trying to build the Winchester bypass 
west of St Catherines Hill. Both the 
college and a local pressure group, the 
Twyford Down Association, forced the 
Department of Transport to back off 
at a public inquiry. Absurdly, <‘

Friends Of the Earth and Earth First! 
both joined the TDA in defending the 
Down. Under (now ex-) Campaigns
Director Andrew Lees, FoE made an 
embarrassment of themselves, bottling 
out on injunctions, posing ♦..rf
the media instead of taking effective access and that transplanting 
action and, finally, refusing to work would destroy - not save - the local 
with EF! and selling out Twyford ent
irely [see GA30]. It was obvious that 
all FoE were interested in was raking 
in money and members.

Like FoE, EFi started campaigning 
on the Down so they i__. 
credit for stopping the M3 if the 
Tories fell from office in April 1992.
Unlike FoE, EF! stayed put when the they were 
Tories won the general election. In- -----
stead of flitting around from yard to strators were 
yard as EF! had done during its cam
paign ; _ 
[see GA30], EF! held repeated demon
strations on the water meadows in . i Dongas after 

to people stood in front of their equip
ment - later their job was made even 
harder when the trig point at the top 

i 'walked' one night.
Poorly organised support and comm

unications meant that the Tribe had to 
most of the bulldozer blocking 

themselves in the next three
Faced with

to cause
Mowlem's
sections there. 

Two further groups formed out of of the Down 
these demonstrations, the Earth Liber
ation Front and the Dongas Tribe. 

Whilst EF! confined themselves to do
open civil disobedience, ELF was themselves in the next three weeks, 
dedicated to causing earth rapers Faced with midnight fence stripping 
economic damage, flooding concrete and other little surprises, paranoia ran 
footings Mowlem had driven into the rife with subbies telling tall tales of 
Water Meadow SSSI on 29th May 1992 knifes and guns being pulled on them 
and caused £10,000s damage to equip- and evangelical Christian site manager 

; thirteen riot 
■ cops in to arrest a trio of hippies that 

offered him flowers and told him "We 
love you". Never once did Allied Lyons 
break through onto the Dongas. How
ever, the subbies were ultimately 
beaten by legal action.

On 22nd October, an injunction was 
served on the Tribe, barring them 
from DoT land. They realised that 
Hampshire Constabulary had given the 
names of arrestees to the DoT. The 
rebuke John Denman, MP for South
ampton, gave to the cops for this 
dubious behaviour made them refuse to 

L police the protest in future. The Tribe 
moved to the far side of the Dongas 
as lawyers, Liz Loughran and Gordon 
Nardell, challenged the injunction, only 
to find the DoT had Winchester Con

i' ege's estates bursar bringing eviction 
' proceedings against them there on 
• 26th October. When the case came to

NOT ANOTHER GREENHAM! Group 4 drag Blue through the wire [Do Or Die] court three days later, Gordon argued
no-one knew what was or wasn't DoT 

-ive 'Tory Canyon' through the Down The Dongas Tribe occupied the land, the DoT conceded they were "In 
would be, argued that the motorway Down's other SSSI and sporadically disarray", and the judge was so con-
would be five times as expensive and raided the Water Meadows, disrupting fused that he adjourned the eviction
more dangerous than widening existing WOrk by day - often in conjunction hearing until 9th December - well
roads for the bypass, and appealed to with days of action - and freaking out after Allied Lyons deadline!
the European Court in 1991. security at night by invading the

The European Court agreed Twyford Hockley Site. Because there were only INVASION OF THE YELLOW JACKETS 
Down should be saved and said the a few of them, the Tribe operated a
DoT had acted illegally approving the 'no arrest' policy, moving off occupied When Mowlem's contract ended, 
M3 scheme without submitting an equipment when the cops arrived. Tarmac's started. All through the 
environmental Impact statement. DoT generally wasting their time and night of 1st November, they encamped 
hadn't done this for fourty other road pissing them off. Despite this low-key at Compton, two miles south of the 
schemes including Oxleas Wood [see approach, the contractors got stressed Down. By 4th November, sixty EFlers 
GA25J and, fearing loss of donations out enough for one of them to die of arrived for a day of action, marching 
to Tory Party funds from the road a heart attack the week after they across the Itchen Valley and stopping 
lobby (eg. £40,000 from Tarmac last started excavating the plague pits. work on all five new sites.
year), John Major claimed this was Because of threats to the Dongas Pals of Cecil 'Slippery Dick' Parkin- 
European interference in British itself from Allied Lyons, Mowlem were son. Tarmac are the biggest construct
affairs. To get Major to sign up to able to complete their contract by the ion firm in UK and have had a heavy
Maastricht, DeLors made a secret deal end of October 1992. in ten months reputation since the worked on Green-

not save
ecosystem. On 15th September, the 
Dongas Tribe made their area an auto 
-nomous territory and fortified it with 
hawthorn hedges, stakes and gates at 
its two entrances, and a trench dug 

could claim along its northern edge.
When ITE's subbies. Allied Lyons, 

made their first move on 9th October, 
i met by the Tribe's picket 

line. When one subbie realized demon- 
i In occupation, he walked 

off the job and didn't return. Others

* -
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TARMAC:
A FULL LIST OF
U.K. OFFICES
TARMAC MANAGEMENTstruggle, against the M3 at Twyford Down

»

DIVISIONAL HEADQUARTERS

PASCO ENGINEERING

behind schedule and are

not asset

Bromborough,

Road,Trafford

Over the weekend, Class

1 Hagley Road,

Gold

If we start getting serious and stop Gate,

Four lads scum the DoT put up elsewhere for

Bretonside,50-54

I
Chandlers Ford,

Merlin reports on the battle to save Kinq Arthur's Grave
TARMAC STRUCTURAL REPAIRS

than

STANGER CONSULTANTS

Elstree, Hertfordshire

CROWN HOUSE

Broad Street,

A

slain and buried in the area.
Now Wychbury is in danger

37-39 Kew Foot Road, Richmond TW9
2SS [also Schal International].

MARKETTING 6 SALES/ 
CONTRACT HOUSING OFFICES

GA also has office listings of Mott 
MacDonalds and info on Group 4 
and Brays detective agency.

Send an SSAE c/o Oxford Green 
Anarchists, Box ZZ, 111 Magdalen 
Road, Oxford OX4 IRQ.

A
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Ward Street, Ettingshall, Wolverhamp
ton WV2 2PJ.

hospitalised.
At this point.

Metropolitan House,
Birmingham B16 8TG.
Lahnstein House, Newlands, 
Street, Kettering NN16 8JB.
Westlink House, 981 Great West Road, 
Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9DN.
Winterstoke House, Ashton
Bristol BS3 2LH.

Fortune Lane,
WD6 3HQ.

Premier House, 1
Wealdstone, Harrow,
7TS.

Contract Housing HQ, Derwent House, 
42-46 Waterloo Road, Wolverhampton 
WV1 4XG [also Health Care Partner
ship HQ].
134 Nithsdale Drive, Glasgow G41 2PP. 
Loaning Hill, Uphall, Broxburn, West 
Lothian EH52 5NT.
Park View House, Front Street, 
Benton, Newcastle Upon Tyne NE7 
7TZ.

Bournemouth Road,
Eastleigh SO5 3ZH.
1 Union Street, Long Eaton, Notting
ham NG10 1HH.

Construction House, Wolverhampton 
WV1 4HY [also Tarmac International 
Ltd].
2 Cornwall Terrace, Regents Park, 
London NW1 4QP [also Marketting 6 
Sales office).

ham back in the early-1980s. They 
employed both subbies paid on r 
results-only basis and Group 4 heavies 
for security as Hampshire Constabulary 
were still refusing to police the Down, 
despite pressure from the Home 
Office. The campaign of intimidation
against the Tribe began a couple of

---J an stand of sycamores survived Tarmac's Twyford, totally stopping work whilst 
: wanton carnage. there. They realise Tarmac trashed the

SSSI's to stop their protests - and 
that the best retaliation is to stop the 
road and the fourty other roads that 
will get the go ahead out of it.

The Twyford campaign has hardly 
begun. Tarmac will only start cutting 
the Tory Canyon through the Down 
this summer and work isn't scheduled 
to end until November 1994. Having 
underbid the Twyford contract by a 
third, to the tune of £24 million, 
Tarmac can't afford delays but are 
already
working in terrain prone to water
logging. Tarmac expect to lose money 
on Twyford and took the contract just 
to hold their empire together. Their 
finances are actually rather desperate, 
over half their £1.4 billion assets tied 
up in quarries, their housing division 
overvalued by £150 million, their con
struction division £72 in debt and 
disappointed customers after their 
subsiduaries for over £150 million in 
penalty clauses!

There have been solidarity actions 
elsewhere in UK - widescale disruption 

War held at Whatley Quarry [see GA31] and the 
eviction an eighty strong march through Win- blocking of Hyde Park Corner on 27th

170 Aztec West, Almondsbury, Bristol 
BS12 4TN.
Mayflower House, 
Plymouth PL4 0AU.
2 Columbus Walk, Brigantine Place, 
Atlantic Wharf, Cardiff CF1 5BY.
Swindon Works, Churchward House, 
Kemble Drive, Churchward, Swindon 
SN2 7AA.

Canning Road,
Middlesex HA3

moved in to 'restore order'. Tarmac CW demo the previous day livened 
a exploited their presence on 11th things up further by bouncing rocks 

December, bulldozing woods adjacent off Group 4's hard hats!
to the Dongas. Those occupying trees
and vehicles were arrested for THE CAMPAIGN CONTINUES 
'breaching the peace' and released
without charge by the end of the day. Since the Dongas Tribe moved on, EF! 
Despite overwhelming odds, a last have had three more days of action at

New Chester Road,
Merseyside L62 3NZ.
The Dock Office,
Manchester.
Upper Wortley Road, Rotherham S61 
2HF.
Yarm Road, Stockton, Cleveland TS18 
3SH.

nights after Tarmac arrived with
arson attack on the campers watchpost
- Group 4 is believed responsible. An
attempt to squat a house due to be
demolished in the path of the M3 by a 
crew out of Southampton was thwarted 
when Group 4 heavies with dogs 
occupied the place before they could.
Until the end of the month, the Tribe
continued to obstruct the North End
site until an Oxford EF! activist was
driven down a steep bank by a JCB 
bucket and another subbie threatened
a further arson attack on the camp.
Although the North Downs EF!er that
came closest to injury during the first
fire argued against it, the Tribe
vetoed all action disruption of works
around the Twyford area in case it 
provoked the subbies. He left the
camp In disgust, arguing this decision
made it a liability - not asset - in
defending the Down.

In what was clearly a carefully
orchestrated, military-style .operation,
Tarmac set a hundred Group 4 'yellow 
jackets' and every subbie on site onto 
the Dongas at dawn, 9th December, 
reasoning that a good number would 
be in court that day resisting Win
chester College's second i
attempt. Trouble had been anticipated Chester. The cops intervened to stop a November, when four tons of chalk 
and, by noon, fifty EFlers arrived to Dongas survivor speaking at the rally were dumped in front of stationary 
reinforce the Tribe and help them stop and the CWers marching on their orig- traffic. As well as ongoing organised 
the subbies putting up a barbed/razor inal route thereafter. Four locals were disruption at Twyford itself, there 
wire compound on the Dongas. Things arrested in the disorders amongst the needs to be widescale actions of every 
got lively for the next couple of days, Christmas shoppers in the town centre kind against the rest of Tarmac's 
activists being boshed and dragged that followed. On the Dongas, fifty offices, depots and sites across the 
through the wire by Group 4. By the ramblers angry at Group 4's compound country, as well as their subsiduaries 
end of 10th December, four of the blocking two rights of ways stormed and subcontractors.
Tribe and as many Group 4 had been it, dragging security men through razor

wire whilst playing tug-of-war with its playing the game by their rules, we 
the Home Office gate, then barged through them as can wipe Tarmac and whatever other 

finally got their way and a good 200 they tried linking arms. 7
coppers from Hampshire Constabulary who's old man had been nicked at the their road schemes off the map!

HQ, Stephenson House, 2 Cherry 
Orchard Road, Croydon CR9 6JA.
320 Purley Way, Croydon CR9 2DE.

WYCHBURY HILL overlooks the town the grave of a Roman general. organising jumble sales and coffee
of Stourbridge in the West Midlands. The destruction of such a site mornings than any form of direct 
Wychbury is well known locally as an defies all understanding to anyone who actionl
area of great natural beauty and believes that our heritage should be I hope that readers of GA will want 
historical interest. left alone and the dead should be left to help protect this remarkable site.

Wychbury Hill was held for many in peace. Try to visit - it's easily accessible
years by the invading Romans, whilst The future looks grim indeed for from the M5 - Junction 3, and I am
the native Britons were forced into this magnificent hill fort. The land is certain you will be moved by the
the surrounding countryside. In 416 AD owned by Lord and Lady Cobham of powerful feelings which this magnifi-
a fierce battle took place between the nearby Hagley Hill. They are In favour cent earthwork, shrouded in yew trees
Romans and Britons. Some 15,000 were of the motorway, no doubt spurred on and woodland, is still able to evoke. In

by the financial blood money they will any event please write to the Depart-
of get from the sale of the hill. Should ment of Transport insisting that the 

destruction from the Department of we even be suprised that Lady Cobham development follows the alternative
Transport who plan to put a motorway is on the board of English Heritage routes which are available. The
through the site. An interesting new and the National Trust! opinions of people from outside the
development came when local archaeo- Concerned locals are doing their immediate area are especially valuable 
loglst Dr Granville Calder disclosed his best to oppose the motorway, as these will carry far more clout!
theory that Wychbury is the burial Unfortunately the main spearhead of ---------------------------------------------------------
place of King Arthur! The site of the opposition is run by a bunch of WRITE TO: Mrs C Davies, Department
Arthur's supposed last burial place is complete Incompetents at local Friends of Transport, West Midlands Regional
the impressive burial mound at the of the Earth, who seem more inter- Office, 5 Broadway,
base of the hill, long considered to be ested in their own little ego trips and Birmingham B15 1BL.

5919032603^05534
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NATURE BATS LAST: The A625 was wiped off the map by landslip at Mam Tor last year!

are about the alienation and arrogance °n Its way. There is the obvious ELF are a danger to road users. Broken

for authorities to keep tabs hogweed under the tarmac,

and the

and
system

government

■

many miles of motorway. Cameras also protests like the actions of French not

more

Iwere available.

Bridges and avoidable,

vehicle has

I

techniques are rubbish. There are just those oxygen molecules
variables. Yettoo many

make things

us.
our

by our old
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Blocked
obvious

older 
drains

Naturally,
inaccessability.

often 
mathematical

watch junctions in cities, and camera 
based speed-trap equipment is starting 
to be installed. Soon, very soon, every 
mile of the entire motorway network

Jack the Roadbreaker explains how Britain's roads 
serve the State - and how the're falling apart

Faradawn & the Western 
Sea Elves explain the 
meaning of Earth Night

A

Morley, Leeds-380558.
Like the EC Itself,

that steel used in the early 70’s crash 
barriers are now starting to rot away 
alarmingcly. Naturally, because 

these

L IU LIBERATE 

THE EARTH 1

carve
roads

vehicle for propaganda 
Motorway bridge guerrilla

grafitti does z not have
specific message, 
of colour against the

the but becausie the negatively charged 
odelling molecules find it easier to join with i

We finish the M25, the specificatieon of 
the concrete used in the bridges was 
lowered. Cracks in the surface or gaps 

tarmac 
after road works provides places where 
water can enter, cracking it apart 

GLOBAL when freezing water expands. Good old 
motorway bridge. rock sa,t a?aln» Pu* down by the

• ••HO iaoi

which can ’
moving vehicles. Used together with 
computers everybody on the motorway 
system couldn be tracked, records of 
their movements made. Earlier

roads are a
demand for conformity, the imposition other ways too. During the rush to 
of a uniform standard over
must deny this by asserting 
individuality against them.

the metal by the negative battery 
terminal strip of a car is rustier? It's

Traffic signals themselves fuck the not because the battery spills acid, 
made. Earlier traffic-flow, often because the but becausie the negatively charged 

versions of this system could only read engineers' mathematical m 
stationary number plates, and so were 
installed overlooking the toll booths on
the Dartford tunnel. These were i___
to track the movements of the Kent

it is 
are

easily recognise the choke points, the isn't), 
places where the road system is most ~

Cameras have also been developed vulnerable to stoppages.

set in the surface, and sophisticated /°V ?et a sort battery action
miners during the 1984 Miners Strike, computers often miles away from the
These cameras are made by CRS traffic systems they control, they
Systems, Beacon Lodge, Texas Street, ought to make things run a lot

smoother.
The State fucks up its roads in

Council Roads Department
Drudgedays wiil be Pla7s havoc with road surfaces, aided 

reading it. That's why motorways are of course, by our old friend the 
a good vehicle for
(groan!).

of course,
snow-plough.

Large sections of the A9 in
to have a Scotland are already well past their 

'replace by' date. The government has 
no money for repairs, but the plight 
of the A9 is not untypical of manv of

• • « • * • w • • • • • • <
• • • • • • • • ♦ •*■••• • • • • • • •
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ROADS TAKE UP TOO MUCH LAND, work just as welL 
and kill communities as they
through towns. Vehicles using
are responsible for pollution.

Subversive splodges 
concrete can

that... Land slippage is particularly
A big problem with the roads is spectacular. A good example of this is 

uniformity traffic flow, often marginal at the the old A625^ by Mam Tor between 
more

It's fun to take action and subvert made by poor replacement 
the economy of destruction which
surrounds us. The best way to start 
could be by painting i______
WARMING on a i
While waiting in a rush hour queue, Coun*y 
millions of Joe

• I. • 1

> I ..... .u

the roads. Soil erosion is a particular
A lot of the road system has been problem. Blocked drains are 

fucked up by the government, but ot immediately obvious because they 
Rcad'Js Is Quite easy to lend a hand to help it cause the road surface to flood and

long before the
lorry drivers and farmers. During the separates, exposing the steel to
Gulf War protestors blocked the further moisture, and cracking the 
Severn Bridge by occupying the toll beam further apart. Inferior grades of 

- ' i booths and it is rumoured
will be watched. This is nothing to do Carmageddon are planning 

actions. alarmingcly. Naturally, because of
Each new road scheme simply shifts their inaccessability, these are 

the traffic jam somewhere else to the difficult to replace, even if the cash : 
next weak part in the system. You can for this were available. (Which it '

and this helps the old metal-rot gallop 
along. It might be helped by a bit of 
acid rain electrolyte in the loose gap 
between the bolt and the bracket. 
While on the subjecln, have you seen 
what it does to road signs?

So you see how the Earth and its 
friends take their revenge on the road 
builder. In the nexht decade the road 
system is heading for big problems, a 
lot of it would have been avoidable if 
it was not for the system cutting 
corners and reducing costs. That's 
their problem. The point is that with 
a highly Interactive network like the 
roads, the problems pile Up on each 
other, until one day the whole thing 
woll go down. (For the want of a nail 

a piece of string .. or a bolt or a 
bolt of tarmac ...) No doubt some of 
the problems here woll prove 
interesting for all you Elves out 
there

age (high alumina cement becoming 
The government ’patches it up friable, especially where exposed to 

rather than think it through afresh, moisture), corrosion of bridge
- °the The wh°le system is botched because steelwork is also getting to be a big

on the older i

i and so form 
rust. Where you get (say) a bolht

used computers and magnetic sensor loops nade steel and a railing made of

of car users. Roads are about social
control and bureaucracy. Cars are an
easy way :
on your movements with registration
numbers though the DVLC.

Information Technology
roads together make the ....... ....... , , _ _ . . .
and control of their world more best of times but during peak periods Chapel-en-le-Fnth and Sheffield,
certain and secure because roads draw the system cannot cope as ever where a landslide took away the whole 
places together. Roads make trade expanding traffic volumes attempt to road.
easier which means mass produced pass through street systems in many • _ 
consumer trash can be dumped in your cases
town, destroying the economic times, 
viabilitw of your area and increasing
your dependence on the global village.

Motorways are about power
power of the system over us. they are P°Y 
a symbol of its domination. Motorways 
are also fast becoming a means u_
watching people. Already TV cameras
are mounted on tall towers overlooking

EARTH NIGHT is not a new thing, 
they've been going on for some tirr.e 
in Australia and the US. They've 
caused a lot of damage there, espec
ially when actions have been concen
trated against one particular company 
or issue at a time. Britain's first 
Earth Night took place on 5th Novem
ber 1992, an ideal day for acts of 
defiance. Due to lack of publicity, the 
response was small, but even so survey 
stakes were wrecked and the odd 
dozer went up in smoke. The next 
Earth Night was on 14th February (St 
Valentines Day Massacre) and another 
is due on 1st April, when all suppos
edly "misguided fools" can strike back 
with a vengeance.

But why the need for Earth Night? 
We all know the green arguments 
already - the main focus should now 
be time. We no longer have time to 
fart about waving our green @'s in the 
air and mouthing revolution. The spate 
of recent oil spills, the crap Rio 
Summit, the sheer slaughter at Twy- 
ford Down, the renewed Norwegian 
whale culls and the last stand mobiliz
ation of the hunt lobby tells us little 
folk that the time is right to strike 
back. There's now sympathy for our 
actions, especially when so many 
communities are threatened with the 
road lobbies hammer.

1993 must be the year the Under
ground really puts the fear of Gaia 
into the State and toe tailing 
companies. The message must be short 
and sharp - enough is enough! If that 
means bringing whole motorways to a 
halt and razing MacDonalds and 
Tarmac, ARC and IC1 offices to the 
ground, then so be it. With so many 
targets to hit at one time, the press 
can't fail to mention it.

It is hoped that all ALF cells will 
also celebrate Earth Nights. The aims 
of ELF and ALF are more or less the 
same. The only difference Is that ELF 
see the need to stop continued land 
rape by destroying machines and 
premises that will deprive our kin of a 
natural future when freed from their 
suffering In laboratories and fur farms. I 
Otherwise, their lives and habitats will 
be fucked up the same as ours.

Whatever the targets hit - be they 
laboratories, abbatoirs, construction I 
sites or offices, chemical plants, bio- I 
technology research stations, mono- I 
culture plantations or whatever - we 
must make sure that just the slight 
mention that Earth Night Is approach- I 
ing will send shivers down our enemies I 
backs. What they don't lose In I 
damage, they will lose in security I 
bills. Let 1993 see the formation of 
the eco-underground and a declaration I 

( of no quarter. The State will then 
i know the Eco-Wars have begun. I

— erful vested interests like the road problem on the older motorways, 
lobby make sure the question "Do we Damaged surface drains can leak 

of really need to transport this stuff road-water into close-off box girder 
anyway?" is never asked. We can see structures. Once water finds its way 
how the system is vulnerable to through to structural steelwork, it is 

before the concrete 
exposing the steel 

moisture,

Apart from changes hin the
barely altered from Victorian chemical structure of concrete with

type stuff with the bag of rocksalt in drains, on the other hand, invisibly 
the wet concrete and the giant leak water into the surrounding soil,

, but we gradually and stealthily undermining
don't say you ought to do things like support for the road.

Land slippage

with traffic jams, and everything to 
do with social countrol. Plessey's have 
been given a contract to install fibre 
optic links running through concrete 
cable ducts along the side of the 
whole motorway system. Dissimilar metal corrosion is also an 

but all too common
read* the" number plates^of one waY systems, the narrowest bots problem. Have you ever noticed how 

where every vehicle has to pass
through.

fiy*iuniiiii'""i
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Bob says how the rich keep Britain the private preserve of the few

us.

WEALTHLAND

too.

EVOLVED

attitude

start to
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get 
the 

vary

whilst at the same time setting a 
precident for future campaigns. With a 
commitment to the affinity group as 
an organisational form and to using a 
bit of initiative

Stonehenge mobilised thousands 
whilst the actions of the Greenham 
Women to reclaim common land from 
the military has been a •

An anonymous contributor says a money 
economy and natural ecology don't mix

theft 
if ever,

its Important that land 
symbolic or otherwise - 

get as much physical support ftom the 
Green and anarchist movements as is 
possible. Recent effective actions on

An ALF Supporter says if you want to change society, 
you have to appreciate natural resouces are its basis

"MOVE ALONG SUNSHINE, you can't 
sleep here. And take that cardboard 
box away or I'll have you for polluting 
my enviroment".
In other words:

to start 
that the

of a Western industrialised society in 
the short term will probably be less 
drastic than those being fought for out 
of brutal necessity by the dispossessed 
pirsons and indigenous tribespeoplpes 
of the Third World. Striking a balance 
between the reformist crap of the 
Green Party and the industrial night
mare of Marxists and many anarcho- 
syndicalists and the apparently 'Pol 
Potist' type arguments voiced by some 
green anarchists is also surprisingly 
difficult sometimes, but it Is possible, 
especially so when we begin to gather 
insights from social ecologist and 
bioregionalist schools of thought.

One of the most important things 
we can do then is to educate our
selves and others over the centrality 
of the land question and related 
issues. The Leftist obsession with 
urban industrial struggles needs to be 
smashed whilst many Greens need to 
be dragged out of Parliamentary 
Cloud-Cuckoo Land and shown that it's 
going to take more than an occassion- 

back our

forces leads only to temporary 
anarchy. The Monarchy and aristocracy 
soon find new ways of paying armies 
to enforce governance. If we want to 
free ourselves once and for all from 
the tyranny of Governments, capital
ism, slavery and private property, we 
need to cut heads off. The heads that 
generation after generation have 
inherited our soil - poisoning it in this 
one for all future generations. The 
monarchy and aristicracy need to go. 
Madame Guillotine style or otherwise. 
With no head to control it, the body 
of the State will thrash about a bit, 
then roll over and rot down into the 
earth. The idea of the 'Nation State' 
always was and always will be total 
bullshit.

Dictatorial Socialism cannot develop 
the concept of the Nation State now 
that Eurasian socialism has gone down 
the pan. The only socially secure 
future is one where we each have an 
equal share of land, zero taxation and 
no TV game shows. That is Green 
Anarchy.

ance to proletarianisation, 
-dificatlon or outright 
that capital has rarely, 
its own way entirely.

However, how do we 
back the land now? Obviously 
answer to this question will 
markedly from place to place and the 
solutions we adopt in the context of

WHY DO all these appalling things 
happen all around us, reducing the 
quality of life and enviroment? WHY 
DO pesticides and NPK fertilizers 
dominate the agricultural scene? Does 
wellbeing come from profit? WHY DO 
we use dirty uneconomical motor cars 
and build miles of inefficient roads 
instead of improving public rail travel 
and the like? Is it simply freedom, or 
does the scope of making 'loadsa- 
money' have something to do with it?

WHY DO 1 keep returning to the 
conclusion that if a job's worth doing 
it'll get done, and if you've got to 
pay somebody a whole lot, it must be 
a crap job? Looking after the land we 
live on seems pretty worthwhile yet 
unproductive labour, no-one wants to

dispossessed had no greater legal right 
to British soil than did Black slaves. 
Like slaves, if we refused to work for 
the bos, we were doomed to die of 
cold and starvation. Those of us who 
claimed vacant land to try communal 
self-sufficiency were massacred by the 
State, as was done to the Diggers in 
the 17th century.

The Stonehenge Free Festival is a 
modern day symbol of resistance to 
private property. The State and its 
organs spare no effort in putting down 
our hippy rebellion. Even if those of 
us involved had short hair, clean 
clothes, scrubbed fingernails and well 
controlled dogs, we would still get our 
heads kicked in by the pigs. The 
middle class and working class slaves 
may call foul, but the State has had 
over 900 years expirience in keeping 
Britain the private preserve of the 
few. They know that they have the 
power despite the Slave Labour Party. 
At the moment they are laughing 
because aided by television they are

on the box.
Parliament'".

If we want land to set up green 
village communities we will have to 
get seriously into the business of 
fighting the Crown state. Capitalism Is 
not the problem - just one of the 
symptoms. The police and military 
forces of the State swear allegiance 
to the Crown, not the government. 
Guerrilla warfare and terrorism won't 
defeat their power alone. There is a 
role for these tactics, along with 
economic sabotage and political 
manipulation. But the destruction of 
governments, economies and police

al tick in a box to get 
rightful inheritance.

It's a good idea, 
challenging the monopoly
Establishment presently has on owner
ship through cutting, or at least 
chipping away at, ties of economic 
dependancy. The ways in which this 
can be done are manifold, ranging 
from individual boycotting of cash 
crops and guerrilla farming to 
allotments, land squats and communes! 
Obviously, things like this won't 
change society overnight but will at 
least open up some degree of freedom 
from industrial society, can act as a 
basis for future projects and - most 
importantly - can become really 
enjoyable.

Finally,
struggles

shaping mass culture into mollions of 
willing slaves. We live in concrete 
jungles, remote from the life-giving 
soil and dependant upon the mass 
production/consumption/distribution 
infrastructure. Like overcrowded 
battery hens, the peck order is vicious 
while landlords squeeze ever increasing 
numbers of eggs from us. "Don't 
worry, there is a great new gameshow

It's called 'Elect A

IT'S A -BIT OF A TRUISM to say that 
land is the source of all wealth, but it 
is a truism that is worth repeating 
nonetheless. The food we eat, the 
water we drink, the clothes we wear 
and the houses/shelters we live in all 
depend upon the use made of the land 
and in particular on who owns what, 
shere and how. in non-capitalist, 
so-called 'primitive' economies, the 
question of ownership in one sense of 
the word rarely, if ever, arises at all; 
smaller, egalitarian communities 
tending to organise more around the 
principles of usufruct, complementarity 
and the notion of an irreducable 
minimum than around the brutally 
heirarchical divisions of political 
oppression, economic exploitation and 
patriarchal abuse (although that's not 
to say that they didn't contain aspects 
of these things to some degree or 
other). Feudalism marked a move 
away from such societies, but it is 
only in the context of the rise of 
global capitalism that control of the 
land and its resources came to be 
concentrated in the hands of such a 
tiny elite as it is today. That's not to 
argue that people didn't resist being 
turned into wage slaves or driven off 
the land altogether though. The 
intense class conflict surrounding the 
period of the Enclosure movement and 
the rural guerrilla warfare of the 
Captain Swing Riots shows that popular 
resistance in the countryside was long 
a feature of British politics whilst the 
fact that many a riot, insurrection and 
revolution In the Third World and 
elsewhere has had its basis in resist- 

to proletarianisation. commo 
shows 

had

targetted in any number of ways. That 
Twyford said, the ALF have shown what can be 

i achieved in a short space of time 
of through effective, determined resist

pounds through cost, time and damage ance, so lets hope that in the next 
H ° few years we see a similar land-

orientated movement emerge. The fact 
that the social and ecocidal crisis we 
now face has reached the proportions 

and imagination, it is of a holocaust demands nothing less.

cough up for it so it gets ignored.
THE LAND WE LIVE ON IS THE 

MOST VALUABLE THING WE HAVE, 
and amongst the priciest to maintain.

MONEY IS THE ENEMY OF AN 
ENVIROMENT. It leaves

behind it waste heaps, dead cars, 
plastics, cheapo shoddy goods designed 
to fall apart, and all the other scarred 
debris of a consumer society intoxi
cated with its desire to produce and 
make money.

A social attitude away from 
financial wealth is the only way that 
will save our promised eternal bounty 
of life. And another thing: WHY DO 
the rich gits never live next to the 
mess they create?

"Work hard in my factory, pay rent to 
live in my house, pay for food in my 
shop, pay tax to keep my armies, pay 
subsidies for my farm, keep off my 
land and then maybe, if I like the 
look of you. I'll allow you to live in 
my country".
In the UK, 1% of the population own 
52% of the land - Royalty, the Church, 
Oxbridge and HM Government. Timber, 
coal, oil, food, water, steel and all 
the essentials for life monopolised for 
the benefit of the few by ancient 
property law passed bifore democracy 
surfaced. Upstaging the Theocracy 
(church state), the rich few put on 
funny wigs and purple robes, wrote 
down their rules on paper, then 
ordered their hired thugs to evict us 
off our land. We, the masses of

the land are numerous. The struggle surprisingly easy to start strekia? ou^ 
over Stonehenge mobilised thousands right in the heart of the Beast.

walk around the local town should 
reveal a large number of institutions 

i constant pain and companies which deserve to~ be 
in the backside to the British War
Machine. The conflict at 
Down over the M3 link cost the State
and its contractors thousands <
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George French outlines his strategy for a sustainable planet
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-ion and consumption. The multi
cropping of sustainable forests best 
describe the ecocentrlc means of 
human survival. While one acre of fast 
track chemical farming will yield 3-5 
ton of toxic protein In the* form of

barley, the same acre as multi
cropped wet forest could grow and 
produce the energy, food and clothing 
needs of a large family [see 
diagrams].

The second strand that can bring
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"Examine each question in term of
what is. ethically and aesthetically
right... A thing is right when it tends
to preserve the integrity, stability and
beauty of the biotic community. It is
wrong when it tends otherwise".
Aldo Leopold ’A Sand Country
Almanac' 1949
THE ULTIMATE FUCK-UP, the meta-
ethical equivalent of drowning in our
own shit, must be the daily extermi
nation of 140 other lifeforms so that
we in the West can transform tropical
rainforest into trash like hamburgers
and chipboard, the atrocity of species
extinction makes Hitler's Holocaust,
Hiroshima and Vietnam seem like
minor misdemeaners on the road to
good intentions. The human species is
at war with nature and means to bring
about its painful death.

The daily round of slaughter
demands a solution that resolves, once
and for all, our ecological and psychic
crisis, the solution proposed here is
described as a settlement with nature
because it lays bare the two things
people need to do if they want to live
the ecocentric 'good-life'. At the 
heart of this notion of the ecocentrlc
'good-life' is the acceptance that a
settlement with nature demands that:
1. Humans must live a form of life
that results in diversity of cultures,
ecosystems and species.
2. Humans must live a form of life
that secures inter- and intragenerat-
ional equity for all species.
3. Humans must live a form of life
that secures the 'biopsychic'
well-being of all species.
Embracing such ecocentric notions of
the good life involves casting off old
technocentric baggage and making the
Castenadian leap into the final frontier 
of non-dualistic nature, species
liberation and the moral standing of
trees. All of the, almost invisible,
assumptions that underpin our techno
centric world view and make the rape
of the earth seem inevitable, good and
even beautiful are discarded. To be
replaced by the radical prescriptions
of global reforestation and small scale
Tribalism. Taken together these primal 
policy prescriptions proide the 
ecological and cultural conditions for a 
settlement with nature and allow
humans to observe their full duty to
diversity, equity and realisation.

Global reforestation is certainly the
panacea to our ecological crisis. Trees
are the real wealth of nations in being
able to supply the basic needs of
Britain's 50 million citizens on an
authentically sustainable basis. We
know forests are the world's lungs
which purify and rejuvenate the air.
Forests reduce wind speeds and
regulate climatic change. Forests are
essential in the water catchment areas
of the globe because they act as
sponges and prevent soil erosion.
Forests are the ultimate solar energy
converters which as a sideline create
that most miraculous of substances,
soli, the ecocentrics 'black gold'.
Finally and most Importantly forests
are most often the ecosystem that
maximise species diversity.

Global reforestation means
transformation of Britain into an 80%
temperate wet forest growing every
thing from Redwoods to Walnuts. It by Third World Ideology such as the 
demands the urgent planting of ten Chlpko movement. Our technocratic 

form of life must be replaced by wood 
-based Infrastructure of forest 
cultures. The cultures to be experts in

2 50/000

Hettknq
333,000

II
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I Neighbouring populations
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Ian of North Downs Earth First! on self-sufficiency
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"Stone Age affluence offers resolutions to a 
wide range of issues of private property and 
the private ownership of Nature is not eco
centric. If the liberation of Nature means any
thing, it means the right not to be owned and 
used as a means and not an end."

GEORGE FRENCH

extensive 
pollution,
million-

Chick weed - really sweet salad.
Well, the list Is endless - there are a 
couple of good books which may help 
Identify all the plants, Richard 
Mabey's Food For Free and Roger 
Philips' Wild Food.

anarcho-
one of 

living in

forest, 
water 

a 15 
Their

archaeology of knowledge so urgently 
needed in the West. Tribals must be 
invited to Britain to see firsthand a 
country with less than 10% 

and
soil

strong
wisdom and advice must belong not to 
us, but the galactic community.

The final claim is that the ultimate 
post-modernist act of terraism is the 
planting of a tree. The Ideology of the 
tree as pet, status symbol or commod

ity masks its real potential as the 
vanguard force in creating and sustain 
-ing diverse, equitable and liberating 
forms of life. As a political act the 
planting of a tree is a metaphor and 
realisation that global reforestation 
involves unilateral deindustrialisation. 
Nature and people will reclaim the 
ecosystem with cities, moors and road 
transformed into wet forest multi
cropping ecosystems. As a personal act 
the planting of a tree fully satisfies 
the ecocentric notion of the good life.

NOW to develop the skills to enable 
people piece by piece to gain control 
of their own lives.

EARTH FIRST, PROFITS LAST
FOOD FIRST, PROFITS LAST

irreversable
erosion and 

underclass.

i to 'crisis of 
meaning and legitimation' following 
the collapse in the ideology of 'value- 
free' knowledge^ Tribalism as social 
policy is a deep attack on the modern 
-1st idea of progress, rationalism and 
the exclusive access to truth. To 
embrace tribalism is to embrace the 
holy grail of ontological relativism and 
of the many 'true' ways of knowing 
nature, the capitalist production of 
time and space has dislocated nature 
and culture. Small scale 'tribal' 
communities make place rich in 
meaning and spread value very thick 
on the world. In such communities the 
moral standing of trees is comprehen
sible.

While global reforestation and tribal 
-ism present Immediate solutions there 
remains much within the ecocentric 
paradigm that is controversial and 
unresolved. This will always be the 
case because there is no one truth and 
no philosopher king. But the theoreti
cal and practical schisms must be 
clearly mapped out so that ecocentrics 
don't talk at cross purposes. Ecocen
trics have been very quiet over the 
"diversity, equity and a sense of well
being. The planting of each tree high
lights the non-dualistic notion that the 
human species can be an aid to evolu
tion, rather than its terminator.

lllll 11

The growth of the 'world-system' is 
bringing about the death of nature, 
and the ideology that bigger is better 
must be discarded.

Global reforestation and communal- 
ism generates settlement with nature 
because they create a mllleiu in which 
the ecocentric good life can be real
ised. Britain as 80% Temperate wet 
forest would maximise species divers
ity with bear and wolves common. 
Such an ecosystem could easily sustain 
one million small communities and

grown or 
found, being able to control your own 
food is bloody empowering - and I 
feel that not only do we need to work 
at getting rid of this people- and 
Earth-destroying society, but we need

result in one million multicropping 
ecosystems. Trees as the real wealth 
of nations secure equity, freedom from 
scarcity, for existing and all future 
generations. The ecocentric project is 
to turn Britain into a woodland garden 
of Eden heavy with the fruit of 

forest-based communities living in fecund nature.
'tribes' with labour and energy flows: The future primitive scenario Is a
education and culture both post- legitimate response to 'crisis 
enviromentalist and post-modernist.
Tribalism as the ecocentric good life 
is ethical relativism put into practice.

Even the planting of one tree creates 
a life support system for a whole 
range of species, because it generates 
apparently discrete problems which 
coagulate into our rape of the earth. 
Technically known as
communalism the vision is 

communities
tribes' with labour and energy flows; 

and culture both

I BELIEVE THAT one of the first 
steps towards a free, decentralised 
world is taking back the power to 
feed ourselves from the multinationals 
who have to make the profit before 
people eat. Now when this sick society 
finally collapses, we can redistribute 
the land fairly, enabling local commu
nities to control their own food 
supplies. But there are ways that we 
can gain some control now.

The allotment gives everyone for a 
small fee (about £6 a year in my 
area) access to land and if a small 
group can join together, they can form 
a group (the Green Anarchist Allot
ment Group?) with its own guidelines 
(ie. no chemicals, barter system 6c). 
Where 1 ‘live there are 1,100 plots. 
That's a lot of available land, because 
fewer people are taking up the plots. 
The developers have their beady eyes 
on them. The skills needed to grow 
your own food are easily picked up. 
Older allitment users are usually very 
happy to pass on their knowledge.

Another step available to all is the 
abundance of free or wild food. Many 
plants have been used as foodstuffs by 
people for centuries.

Most so-called weeds which we are 
told need destroying with chemicals 
before we can plant man-made vege
tables are Important foods, medicenes 
or dyes in their own right.

Free food is not just the privilege 
of people living In rural areas - many 
plants are found In public parks, waste 
land, hedges 6c in town centres.
Dandelions - leaves eaten, young roots 
used as coffee substitute.
Dock leaves - make good stew.
Nettles - food, dye, clothes, 
organic pesticide.
Rose hips - more Vitamin C 
oranges.

about a settlement with nature is 
social reconstruction In the form of 
human society as small scale self- 
reliant communities. While Britain as 
an 'Olde-Worlde' forest Inhabited by 
56 million tribals may seem the anti
thesis of realism, nothing could be 
further from the truth. On closer 
examination the future primitive form 
of life known as 'stone age affluence' 
offers resolutions to a wide range of 
issues of private property, gender, 
conflict and power. Surely private 
property and the private ownership of 
nature is just not ecocentric. If the 
liberation of nature means anything It 
means the right not to be owned and 
used as a means and not as an end. 
Feminists have seen liberation in 
modernist terms and actively aid the 
patriarchal rape of the Earth. The 
anthropological perspective is needed 
on the diversity of gender relationships 
and the issue of sexuality as a social 
construct. Even a garden of Eden land 
-scape and the re-enchantment of the 
world will not bring about the end of 
ideology and conflict will always exist. 
Are humans really ready for liberty, 
irony and solidarity?

In wanting to turn the world upside 
down, see a paradigm shift and enter 
an ecocentric 'form of life' our 
mentors are the worlds tribals, both 
temperate and tropical. In a world of 
champagne socialism, green consumer
ism and the greed of liberalism it is 
we in the West who are guilty of 
great ecological and social sin. Tribals 
are the experts in ethical relativism, 
forest culture and the sustainable 
management of inter-tribal conflict. 
Their cultures sustain the eccocentric

iofraskuc.ru
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SO GET INVOLVED...
OUTSIDERS RADIO GROUP - ALTERNATIVE SATELLITE MEDIA

Contact us for further information on how you can help c/o Oxford Green this 
Anarchists, Box ZZ, 111 Magdalen Road, Oxford.

i #c 

BA102
OA202f’TffL

143MHz 
L= 0.4uH 
C=3.5 pF

input. (Keep the radio in a box so 
that its temperature is stable). Work 
your way through until the whole radio 
is set up. You are now ready to go 
for the next riot. Why not build it 
during the winter, ready for the 1993 
rioting season?

HAVE FUN!

*
a

RFC 
2200pF

meter you’ll have to disconnect each 
stage at point X and use a length of 
wire cut 209cm (143 MHz), 204cm 
(147 MHz) or 193cm (155 MHz) as 
aerial, tune the interstage coupling 
circuits to the local cop frequency. 
Borrow a scanner and set it up to the 
frequency. (Best do this out in the

countryside where PC Plod isn't going 
to wander up on you wondering why 
his radio isn’t working). Stand 15-25 
yards away while somebody else listens 
while you do the tuning. Start with 
the RF oscillator. When the bleep is 
loudest, connect up the first stage and 
repeat the tuning on the stage 1

Are YOU ready for a turning-point in 
vour life, a change of direction in 
vour career?
Do YOU long for a second chance - 
to grasp as an adult the opportunity 
that somehow you missed at school? 
Every October a hundred men and 
women take the plunge into full-time, 
mainly residential, adult education at 
RUSKIN COLLEGE, OXFORD, studying 
for one year as mature students on 
full state bursaries. They have been 
chosen not for their formal 
educational certificates and qualificat
ions but because they showed potential 
and motivation - as evidenced by an 
active concern for their fellow men 
and women. They will mostly leave 
with Diplomas in the fields of Labour 
and Social Studies, History
Literature, and possessed of a 
confidence in their ability to confront 
and even change the world which 
served them ill in their youth.

yourself and society a favour. 
Write to the Admissions Tutor, Ruskin 
College, Walton Street, OXFORD 0X1 
2HE for a Prospectus, application form 
and financial details. Then, make up 
your mind.__________ _

MALCOLM X SPEAKS
Black politicians, Jews, by any means 
necessary, racism and much more is 
dealt with in this 2 hour speech. Send 
£9.50 for a copy of the two audio 
tapes. Open Revolt, c/o P.O.Box 432, 
BELFAST. BT4 3AB

WANTED: Transport around the festies 
i summer - contact Shaggy c/o 31 

Heoloven, Rhiwbina, Cardiff CF4 6EG.

CALLING ALL RIOTERS... As promised 
in GA30, here is the cop radio 
jammer. We reckon with good tuning 
and the right aerial it will go about 2 
miles each direction, and last 30 
minutes continuous on a PP3 battery. 
If you can get more power to it using 
car or truck battery or heavy duty 
mains transformer, rectifier and 
regulated power supply it will do 
better. If you only switch on at 
important moments when you hear 
Porky Policeman talking on your 
scanner then it should last all night. 
Remember - jamming transmissions 
can be homed in on, so only jam for a 
few seconds at a time and keep 
moving.

By going for the cheapest, easily 
found, best option transistors we've 
kept the cost down to under a tenner 
(batteries not included). Using GCSE 
science you should be able to build it 
up on a copper (Ironic huh?) PCB 
using ’islands’ cut out and superglued 
to the base. Keep all leads as short as 
possible, and don't forget to heat-sink 
transistors. You’l need a few basic 
tools and you can get the bitz from 
Maplin or Tandy but local D1Y shops 
are cheaper and friendlier.

How it works - the oscillator gives 
the basic radio frequency, eg 143-144 
MHz, 146-148 or 154-156 MHz by the 
values of L and C (eg 0.4uH = 5 turns 
of 26 SWG on 0.3" former). The IC 
LM741 just gives a tone, the note is 
set by the capacitance/resistor bridge 
network and 20K trimmer. The varicap 
diode OA202 modulates the RF. The 
signal is amplified by the 4 trans
istors. (If you want more oomph bolt 
on a couple of BLY 93A's with cooling 
fans and step back
throw 1 don't think
From the 2N3055 push-pull amplifier 
we chuck the signal up the serial. 
S'easy, Innit?

When you build it, you have to tune 
it for maximum output, so that the 
power goes up the aerial and not Into 
heating the trannies. Without an SWP

2N2222 
or BFY50

LETTERS

Green Anarchist wants your letters, but remember:- ON A ROAD TO NOWHERE

FIGHTING FASCISM: Criticism
(keepgremlins

| SOBERING THOUGHTS 1432]

SALacious XXX

KNOW YOUR ENEMY! 1559]that

Dear GA, thewithin

barter I GET BACK TO THE LANDaction is
we can't

FIGHTING FASCISM: Replies
1 UNTRUEI • • •

when

DON'T TREAT US LIKE SHIT [ FIGHT FOR YOUR RIGHTS!

EAGLE SCOUT'S ANSWER 14131

AZ REPLIES

communique

OYCOTTTESCO!

I HAVEN'T KILLED TYNDALL

against• • •
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write such 
as "forget 

about the NF. It has less than 1000 
members". If one NF activist was 
carrying out racist attacks,

travellers,
millions, 
anti-gay,

Dear GA,
Where does this Jim from Nowhere 
think he's at? What he said about 
your cover was right, but he only said 
it because his macho ego got dented 
when you said he'd bottled out of 
Stonehenge that issue. He says what 
you wrote was full of inaccuracies but 
he doesn't come up with even one 
example.

I'm not suprised he doesn't know 
what Henge is about. Sounds like he 
can't even get his own head together, 
let alone organize against the State's 
latest attack on travellers. If he 
thinks things are bad now, wait until 
the new law comes in!

As to his 'only travellers can write 
about travellers' crap, half the people 
on the road today aren't real travel
lers, just rip-off merchants screwing 
up the whole scene. That sort are 
going to get shit whether they like it 
or not. If Jim can't take criticism, he 
shouldn't ask for it.
Wally Hope of Wiltshire

front cover -
fascist stuff. A
a "right". There must be confrontation

know
their

Rolled-up papers
ARE VERY (JSEF'JE fOp- 
SLRPPlHG NAZIS
AS THEY
PA^T / '

Dear Fellow Activists,
Next year Tescos has budgeted to 
build 28 superstores, where they will 
build them is not known. If possible 
they build on green field sites because 
the land is cheaper and there is less 
traffic density for their customers to 
visit them.

If there is one in your area, please 
let us know. If there is any sign of a 
local campaign against the location 
they have chosen, please let us know.

If you are interested in a local or 
national boycott of Tescos please let 
us know. The response to the last 
appeal surprised me and 1 would like 
to carry on being involved in any and 
every campaign against wasteful 
consumption.
Lets not waste the world,
Jim Tidy of 50 Mackenders Close, 
Aylesford ME20 7JE.

o

Dear GA,

BAZ "violence and hate doesn't appeal 
to women, women don't get involved, 
they've more sense. If they do they 
get treated like shit so they ain't 
gonna stick around"
Don't treat us like shit, don't belittle 
our fights. Womyn are as equally 
violent and as equally capable of hate 
as men are. Historically womyn have 
smashed windows, bombed churches, 
graffitied works of art. Yeah for the 
worthless vote but womyn hated, were 
violent. We were there at the 'Battle 
of Trafalgar' throwing our missiles at 
the pigs, retaliating against the state. 
Women are active in the IRA, they 
kill and are killed. We are physically 
fighting to stay in our squats and our 
vans. Listen to the Chumba track 
written and sung by a woman, I Hate 
And She Hates, and we're willing to 
fight for our rights.

But me no buts, shit me no shit - 
we may not be actively involved in 
the BNP but we're fighting and 
deserve recognition from our male, 
suppossed, allies.
Karyn of Lancaster.

they stand at your front door/It 
doesn't matter whether it's communist 
red/Or fascism that deals the fatal 
blow to the head".
Eagle Scout

Dear GA,
£150 per week minimum social income 
(wages, dole, pensions etc) work or no 
work, or we glue up locks of banks, 
building societies, govt, offices, cars ♦ 
luxury businesses.

Unless poverty is abolished, every
one will be poor!

If a job isn't worth £150, it's not 
worth doing at all! If some can inherit 
billions for doing sod all, everyone is 
entitled to decent living conditions for 
doing the same! We in the 'underclass* 
must fight for our own rights and 
interests as all other classes fight for 
theirs!

Greetings GAI
"Chop off the head and the body dies" 
(Fascism)...

WHICH FUCKING HEAD?? The ugly 
bastard of a monster has hundreds of 
'em, all festering, with about as many 
maggot-infested bollocks AND ... ITS 
BREEDING!! Agggh! Well brand me 
"Leftie moralist" with burning hot iron 
of militancy and render me useless, 
because 1 haven't killed Tyndall. Blah 
blah BLAH, and a dedication to all

Dear GA,
What Harry says is fair enough "The 
media is the enemy" - dead right. 
Tabloid fascism is how the system 
makes a threat to keep people in line. 
True enough, neither article in GA31 
said anything on "confronting Fascism 
as a network of attitudes".

Listen Leftie was against SWP para
sites who are fucking up the fight, not 
those really fighting it. But think 
about what fighting fascism really 
means. People think buying an ANL 
badge equals fighting fascism, but the 
SWP are only riding a bandwagon like 
they did with the miners and Poll Tax. 
We don't need any more open organi
zations. Its not surprising when they 
condemn autonomous anti-fascist cells 
as squaddism. Cells are the only real 
way to make a difference but they 
dismiss it because the counter-revolu
tionary Left are not into really 
confronting the bastards by putting 
them out of business. Selling papers 
and badges is just wank-off.

Carol says a Leftie is better than a 
Right. OK. What I don't like is when 
the Left exploit our fear to sell 
papers and up their membership. Listen 
Leftie is about frustration because this 
is obvious. So we have to tell them to 
fuck off and stop exploiting us to 
make propaganda for their shit papers. 
The existing movements are all part 
of the problem.
Baz

| good-griefing @ t-- 
[ throwing them spanners!)

Oh yeah, does this mean I'll have a 
between-the-sheets of GA experience, 
with plenty of 'intellectual mastur
bation' stains? Phrooaah!! 

Thanks!
leftie" is better than Love + THINGS THAT BITE

I I 
LLl 111111

We print all letters received. If you don't want your letter, your name, or your address printed, 
make sure we know.
We will ruthlessly edit all letters over 200 words long. So keep 'em short so every one can have 
their say. Cut letters are marked with a [ ] with the original number of words inside the bracket 
We don't respond to letters in print unless asked, even those we don't agree with Anarch} is 
about thinking your self not expecting us to come up with twee answers. So your letters are your 
responsibility , not ours.

How can Eagle Scout 
irresponsible statements

To Green Anarchist Letters,
You New Age peasants get back to 
the land if you can find any.

Get freebies like free fuel and food 
off of it and not freebies off of crime 
that serves the fascists.

If you don't you and the many
made unemployed by automation that
does make pollution and dependance
probably won't survive when the
telephone lines are cut.

The telephone lines will carry credit 
card money that is likely to replace 
cash completely one day and Ross 
Perot's tele-democracy.

The automation will cause resource 
prices to go up and unemployment so 
screwing the economic base of so 
called civilization.
For details contact J Gooch, 9 Seventh 
Avenue, Reading RG3.

on the street. And if they 
Tyndall's address why not do 
own dirty work?

As for travellers torching 
incinerator and payments demands
from the DSS with a man indecently 

all that achieved 
and anti

forget that one.
BNP are pretty brainless but at 

least they're honest. Supposed anti
fascists who support Asians are still 
prejudiced against travellers or even 
gays or women. We can't physically 
fight fascists without numbers. Even if 
you win, they'll still have prejudice in 
their heads.

Baz spent the whole article slagging 
the Left. Divide and rule worked 
there, didn't it? The Left have stupid 
ideas, but anarchists are a minority. 
Unite and fight if you're muscle-bound 
or use the media if you're not.

Only men are fascists? Sexist shit! 
In all sections of society there are 
female fascists. Read the Sun lately? 
The tabloids openly attack gays and 

poisoning the
Neither article 

anti-abortion
fundementalism, powerful
with its family image.

On Stonehenge, festivals are larger 
now and happen anywhere. They're 
anarchism but not green as no one 
seems interested in ancient sites. 
Older travellers are into ancient site 
magic but they've got family responsi
bilities. They're active within C._ 
system, not copping out!

GA should debate 
capitalism is failing!
Harry Johnson of Leicestershire

Anonymous contributor,
postmarked London.

Dear Harry,
The NF have been pushed out of the 
front line and replaced by the BNP. 
The active strength of the NF is 
around 50-70 while the BNP pulls 300— 
400 for meetings and rallies. The best 
ex-NF activists are now BNP members 
and sell papers down Brick Lane on 
Sunday mornings. Others are with the 
International Third Position and on 
paramilitary exercises in Dumfries 6 
Galloway and Italy.

Despite what Carol says we should 
not involve ourselves in set piece Left 
v Right battles. These are easily 
controllable by the State and offer us 
little chance of getting our hands on 
fascists. The thrust of my article was 
that we attack them when they least 
expect it and on our own terms.

I was pissed off to see you blame 
the media. This is a cop-out. Goebbels 
had only a marginal effect on Nazi 
siezure of power, but it's true they 
were the first to use modern market- 
ting techniques. Hitler came to power 
because the middle classes were 
desperate. The fake socialism of the 
National Socialist programme appealed 
to workers and Hitler had the support 
of the police and army.

We are already taking action 
against Christian Right-wing funda
mentalists - they're a big threat.

As to unity with the Left, 1 can't 
forget my differences with the dog
matic 'Marx Barx' class struggle 
brigade. I'm a Green @. We cannot 
defeat Fascism by joining with the 
Left. In the words of Conflict in 1982: 
"Left wing, Right wing, you've heard 
it all before/Both look the same when

j_. hope he's 
checked th al
ls O.K. with

minds of 
mentioned

Christian
in media

exposing himself 
was benefit crackdowns 
traveller legislation.

Successful peaceful 
happening now with the Miners. Mass
unpeaceful demonstration wouldn't 
stand a chance. Which comes to the 
idea of sabotage cells. Without . 
organization, nobody would know what 
was going on. We don't have more 
than petrol bombs and air rifles. If we 
bomb local council HQs etc, Central 
Govt is operating a shrinking system 
already to make us dependant on 
private enterprise.

Self-sufficient communes turn the 
clock back hundreds of years. Travell
ers are living the alternative life 
already, but "time" is being called on 
that.

. You're probably going to excommu
nicate me but realism is needed in 
heavy doses.
Best regards,
Carol of Liverpool.

Dear GA,
I take issue with the "Citizen" on the 

we're not. The anti- n
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Articles deal with the problems a couple of months before his last
faced by men who try to change the overdose. nl'm glad he died", she says, 
way they relate to women. It’s all "he would never have survived...”

L DEATH TO DIESELS

nationalItheare far more complex and particular nation, opened up the range of possibi 
to their own situation than can ever "lities. "Here's three chords - now

NEW ZINES

Dear GA,
Theon

all

BCM#9.in

PAMPHLETS

P 0 BOX

wrong with things as they are than 
when showing how we can change, at 
least in facing the problem honestly, 
it is a start. Worth reading with an 
open mind.

I

i

very well to know the ’right on’ posi
tion to take on various issues, but we

on
demonises
this book
direction. I’m sure that many of the
authors themselves would disagree with
some of what Is written here and, it
must be said, the articles appear more contemporary

DO OR DIE #1. 75p FROM MSEFJ, 
BOX 23, 5 HIGH STREET, GLASTON
BURY, SOMERSET.
At last! An excellent magazine from 
Earth First! that doesn't pull any 
punches about the Earth Liberation 
Front and carries reports on actions 
across the country enstead of mealy- 
mouthed philosophical waffle. It's also 
making links between Earth, animal, 
and workers rights movements and is 
admirably critical of environmental 
careerist end eco-fascist tendencies.

The production values could do with 
a bit of work though...!

SCHOOLS DRIVE YOU NUTS [235||

Self disintegration is set alongside 
the implosion of the group itself, and 

are all human beings as well as revolu Its dissolution in litigation. This is 
-tionaries. Unless you can relate your contrasted with the political conscious 
politics to how you interact with real
human individuals they are useless, and 
the lives of individual women and men 
and the power relations between them
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Mainly about the Sex Pistols, this book 
traces punk's genesis from May '68 
through Situationism and King Mob up 
to the cultivation of the group as a 
marketing extension of McLaren and 
Westwood's Kings Road fashion and 
bondage shop, Sex.

The author argues stridently against 
the bigotry travellers face and 
compares them to the Diggers of St 
Georges Hill. There is also other 
historical stuff about Henge from one 
who was there. Worth a read.

-ness and artistic development and 
commitment of groups like The Clash 
- 'White Riot' about the Notting Hill 
police riot. Punk liberated the imagi-

This impassioned plea against the 
inhumanity of war is written from an 
anarchist perspective and highlights 
how the State made people identify 
their interests with
interest'. Strongly influenced by the 
Gulf War experience, it argues for 
direct action against all those that 
profitted out of that conflict. It's also 
anti-copyright and CATT affiliated, so 
it's certainly worth circulating.

ENGLAND'S DREAMING 
SAVAGE. FABER, £9.99.

FIGHTING TIMES. 40p FROM CAM
BRIDGE ANARCHIST GROUP c/o 12 
MILL ROAD, CAMBRIDGE.
A local group zine, firmly against all 
helrarchy. Consistently attacks l“ 

attempts to categorise and patronise 
the oppressed. Inspiring poetry page 
too!

Dear GA,
A tip you might like to pass on. 
Diesel engines rely on compression 
ignition. The existence in the diesel 
fuel of any 'antiknock' chemicals 
(used to prevent pre-Ignition in petrol 
engines) will stop them starting - they 
won't start and no-one will know why 
without analysing the fuel. The easiest 
way to do this is to make some zinc 
antiknock by stirring up zinc dust with 
diesel whilst heating it for an hour or 
so (at, say, about 50 degrees). Or 
even better just put the zinc dust into 
the fuel tank - a tablespoon should 
fuck up the engine. Drilling a small 
hole and injecting an antiknock intc 
the diesel tank will do for a diesel 
engine and much harmless laughter can 
ensue whilst watching the antics of 
those trying to get one going. Zinc 
dust is easy to obtain, but zinc 
stearate is used in making some types 
of sandpaper - just scrape it off. 
The Engineer

REALITIES OF WAR BY NEIL 
THEOBALD. AVAILABLE FROM PEACE 
PUBLICATIONS, 3 SHREWSBURY, 
PRESTON PR4 2YX.

be explained by simplistic rhetoric.
Certainly I read some things which 

were questionable but this book isn't 
about giving people a viewpoint, it's 
about making them think.

As an attempt to challenge the 
harmful and oppressive way that men 
and women relate to each other for 
the benefit of both, and as an attack 

sexist oppression which neither 
men nor glorifies women 
is a step in the right

inevlt
-able suicide-spiral of drugs and 

such and recognises that whilst women violence. An impossibility young Sid 
suffer the worst, many men also lose photographed alongside his mother just 
out. .

Punk's wider context is also shown. 
We see it as a reaction against the 
elitism, predictability and deadness of 
Glam-Rock. We see its relation to the 
stagnation and claustrophobia of the 
political scene as it moved towards 
Grunwick, the 'Winter of Discontent', 
Lewisham and Southall, the NF and 
the rise of Thatcher. We also see the 
boredom of kids in high rise estates or 
conformist middle class suburbia. The

contributions emptiness of everything. "Pretty 
Vacant".

The relation of Punk to the mid
expressed 1970s melt-down of English society is

credible when pointing out what is theory, chaos, Gaia and Earth First!
The author of Demanding The Imp

ossible has written a jargon-free 
comprehensive guide that has some 
surprises - such as a chapter on 
alchemy - as well as, perhaps inevi
tably, failing to pay enough attention 
to other areas, such as Schumacher or 
economic growth. Despite early chap
ters on Taoism and Hinduism, the book 
still gives the impression of being 
West-centred. Chico Mendes is not 
mentioned and contemporary environ
mental struggles in the Developing 
World are given little space.

However, Nature's Web is valuable 
because it is readable and personalized 
as well as very detailed. This might at 
times lead to some wild claims - such 
as the suggestion that Rousseau was a 
forerunner of the New Age travellers 
(p.243)! The final chapter outlines 
Marshall's own ideal vision of a green, 
ecotopian society in the classic 
anarchist tradition - decentralized 
'affinity groups' living within a wider 
network of federated communes pract
icing mutual aid and a sustainable 
economy. On the whole there Is no
thing I would disagree with in his 
analysis or his aspirations.

BEYOND SEXUALITY BY ANSLIM. 
£4.50 FROM PHEONIX PRESS.
This book is a collection of articles by 
a group of two men and three women 
on human sexuality and how it influ
ences and is influenced by societal . 
structures. Although i.__________
come from within a basically libert
arian anti-sexist framework, there is a 
diversity of viewpoints i
within the book and even articles. played out in the graphic symbolism of

The book is positive in seeing Sid Vicious and Nancy Spungeon, two 
sexism and the society that creates it losers caught in a downwards, 
as the problem rather than men as

TRAVELLERS OF THE NEW AGE BY 
JOHN HARRISON. £1 FROM MONO
LITH PUBLICATIONS, P 0 BOX 4, 
SYSTON LE7 4RD.
A travellers personal overview of 
issues affecting life on the road today.

More on education. The medical 
establishment have failed to link 
schizophrenia with genetic inheritance. 
There is, however, a body of evidence 
pointing to moral and emotional 
blackmail suffered during childhood as 
a major cause of adult schizophrenia. 
The parents of those affected are 
generally weak willed and never use 
physical punishment. Instead, 
psychological and emotional coersion 
are the standing orders for daily 
discipline.

When I was at school, we were 
disciplined with whacks on the arse. I 
hear that nowadays caning is banned. 
Will this lead to more schizophrenia 
than ever? i think so. What fun letting 
off fire extinguishers or burgling the 
headmasters office when there is no 
fear of a sore bum if you get caught? 
And when you do get caught, how will 
you recognise authority as an enemy if 
their brainwashing leaves you feeling 
guilty? Six of the best would put you 
in no doubt about the enemy. Once a 
pedagogue has made you angry with 
yourself instead of hating him/her, you 
are on the road to madness, these oh 
so reasonable authoritarians of today 
have made an art form of turning out 
docile, feeble-minded consumer/ 
producers for tomorrow.
Robert Campbell

Dear GA,
I was highly interested to see in GA30 
your latest list of freepost and 
freephone numbers, they are highly 
useful as they provide a wonderful 
form of economic sabotage. But the 
thing is why limit ourselves to 
freepost addresses? As far as 1 
understand it, if you send some post 
that is wrongly stamped, the people 
receiving it have to pay for the 
missing postage AND pay a fine on 
top again. Therefore why not use this 
to our advantage? If you know an 
animal abuser address then post them 
a package WITHOUT any stamps on 
regardless of if it's freepost or not. If 
you're worried that the Post Office 
won't accept a package unless it's 
FREEPOST or correctly stamped then ; 
use a postbox. And if a brick won't 
fit in the postbox try a large A4 ; 
envelope full of gravel or even your 
brick smashed up.

If there is an animal abuser
address, then there is an opportunity j 
for economic sabotage.
Yours for animal liberation.
RSbbix

LOBSTER #24. £2 FROM 214 WEST
BOURNE AVENUE, HULL HU5 3JB.
Why hasn't GA reviewed Lobster 
before now? It's the parapolltlcs zine 
that exposed Wilsongate (now expanded 
into Stephen Dorril and Robin Ram-

Box ZZ. 111 Magdalen Road, Oxford. Reviews from readers and survival tips also 
w elcomed, but keep 'em short and send us a photocopy of the cover of w hat you're 
renewing.

• Send all records, tapes and music zines and reviews to Alder Valley Anarchists c/o 
151b London Road, Camberley GU33 9JY. AVA can also do distribution through 
GA Mail Order

ARKANGEL #9. £1.80 FROM
9240, LONDON WC1N 3XX.
GA isn't in the habit of plugging a 
mag we've already reviewed, but in 
the case of Arkangel, we'll make an 
exception. Despite attempts by the old 
bill to shut it down by multiple raids 
and imprisonment of the previous 
editors VI Smith and Keith Mann, it's 
still going and it pulls no punches 
arguing that animal liberation Is 
needed NOW! So support Arkangel!

NATURE’S WEB BY PETER 
MARSHALL. SIMON 6 SCHUSTER LTD, 
1992. £9.99, pp.513.
A reminder that "Industrialised 
countris should be aware that they are 
'on-dust-realized'n. Mainstream over
view of ecological thinking from early 
religiouts and classical beliefs up to 

debates over systems

form a band..." and in its struggle 
with the pop market place we see how 
freedom is not just in the imagination, 
but something real, to be taken hold 
of in the here and now.

COUNTER CULTURE

need tellto toyou MUSIC

MCDONALD'S

• 1 DECEMBER 1969 JANUARY 1990
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pulling state secret s from across the globe into Britain's 
iun-filled, pleasure-seeking front rooms.
Deadline (orcontributions 10 January 93

Want Info? Send an sao to: PO Box 613, London SE22

I
r

• • « •

Larry
much

PROFANE EXISTENCE #16. 90p INC 
p6p FROM ACTIVE DISTRIBUTION, BM 
ACTIVE, LONDON WC1N 3XX.

MJ
o 

'111

• *

VARIOUS - RONALD 
GOLDEN GRATES 
A well worthwhile 
the McLibel 2. A 
folk and hardcore

VARIOUS - AGONY OF A
CONTAMINATED SOCIETY LP
An International compilation of punk 
bands, classic tracks from Washington, 
Internal Autonomy (yeah, we get every 
-where). Terminus Scraps (A France, 
Oi Polloi), Rats Of Unusual Size - 
amongst others.

A German import with a booklet 
but £5 from us at the AV@.

last two 
abortions, 
history,

ELECT
BOX

us Generic, this is an amazing, hard- ' 
core thrash LP when I was beginning » 
to lose faith in the UK hardcore ' 
scene. Shit kicking songs about cops, ;

• • • 
• •

1 / 55p 

INSIDE., i

LLI
&

o
/x

ONE BY ONE LP

From some of the people who brought i * • — I
• <- “ — — ■

THATCHER ON ACID/WAT TYLER 
SPLIT LP
THATCHER ON ACID! Need I say 
more? Sounds like Blyth Power and 
unlike the LP version. Steve Ignorant 
does the rant over on Our Gods Are 
Falling Down, some songs off FRANK 
and some new ones, and just to prove 
they're cultural as well, they play 
MacBeth over the tune in the Illusion 
Of Being Together. Fab!

WAT TYLER sing about football and 
the little people and general teeny 
hell-raising. Male and female vocals 
and decent fraggle rock, with folk 
songs and ska, this song does a fine 
job of out-Leatherfacing Leatherface 
(a poor person's Motorhead). A good 
laugh and I'll be sending off for their 
CD (my first one).

Available from Active Distribution, 
BM Active, London WC1N 3XX.

16), DIY 
anarchist 

collectives,

Probably the best anarcho-punk paper 
I've ever read. It's got the best 
coverage of the LA uprising over the 

issues (15 6
home brew,
anti-cars,

anarchist centres, even Page 3 punks 
as well as news, record and zine 
reviews and letters. It's available now 
in the UK from Active, punk and 
proud so pay for a copy or two.

benefit tape fuor 
mixture of punk, 
bands - Internal 

Autonomy, Lover Over Law, Thought
Police, Danbert No Bacon, Rob Johnson 
(excellent as usual), Politlacl Asylum 
and various others. All bands on this 
C90 do themselves justice except the 
AK47s who are normally really good, 
so check on their LP 'Don't Call Me 
Vanilla'.

Something for everyone on this tape 
£2 + SAE from Vegan Policeman 

c/o 26a North Road,
Sea, Essex SS0 7AG.

THE HOOKAH #11. £1 FROM THE 
LEGALISE CANNABIS CAMPAIGN, B M 
BOX 2455, LONDON WC1N 3XX.
The professional-looking mag with the 
cannabis card cover! Inside are good 
arguments about the many other uses 
for hemp and a petition calling for its 
legalisation. There's also useful tips on 
growing your own, an uncritical article 
about Howard Marks ('The Marco Polo 
of Pot') and the LCC sex survey, 
which is trying to find out whether 
smoking dope makes it drop off or 
not....

UGLY FANZINE #3. 40p + SAE FROM 
ANTON c/o THE BUNGALOW, CROFT 
LANE, GALLEY, STAFFORDSHIRE ST19 
5PY.
A worthwhile fanzine with Back To 
The Planet (not a very flattering 
group picture), Moonflowers, Pete 
Loveday of Big Bang fame and New 
Model Army. Also interviews with 
interesting Blind Mole Rat and AOS3, 
plus Bradford Fashion Festival. 
Reviews all written by a really good 
bloke who's even putting on gigs for

WAREFEAR. £2/35 FROM BM BOX 
ACTIVE, LONDON WC1N 3XX.
More stuff from John Yates, A Last 
Tirade Against War Before Peace 
Breaks Out, a 32 page booklet, poster 
and postcards in an envelope. Only a 
thousand of these, so if you want one, 
you're got to get your skates on.

PAPA BRITTLE - OBEY, CONSUME, 
MARRY AND REPRODUCE MINI-LP
I gave this band a plug in the latest 
GA and this bit of vinyl hasn't let 
them down. Papa Brittle are not the 
sort of stuff I would even give a 
second listen to but their fusion of 
ravedance with indie guitar pop has 
that spark and intelligence that keeps 
me interested. They have mighty fine 
live show reproduction on record and 1 
expect great things from this band. If 
seal could go it, 1 reckon they can too 
and good luck to them.

UNDERGROUNDwillconnedtoFASTBREEDERthefirsttechnobulletin 
boardservice, pulling statesecretsfromacrossthealobeintoBritain's

sey's book, Smear!) and the State 
admit that there isn't a secret it can 
hide from Lobster.

A last cover-up - links between the 
State and Protestant paramilitaries In 
Northern Ireland - is exposed In this 
issue, the Gable Memorandum is re
printed in full along with an editorial 
showing up the murkier side of Search 
-light's editor, Gerry Gable, and 
there's also an excellent article by 
independant anti-fascist researcher,

O'Hara, demonstrating that 
of Searchlight's 'analysis' of

modern British fascism doesn't hold 
water.

Do we
subscribe???

• • • 
• •

PUNCHLINE #13 - STATIC
TRICKERY. £1 FROM BM 
ACTIVE, LONDON WC1N 3XX.
From one of the people who did the 
Dead Kennedy's art work, John Yates, 
with other art from Andi C of Dark 
Diamond and Andi Tuck of one of the 
world's best ever bands! This Punch
line's about the American election. If 
you enjoy Yates' art, you'll love this. 
If not, you might like it anyway.

Smaller, so Ugly is well worth 
supporting. Next zine's out in February 
with Spiral Tribe dirt (should be 
good). Thunderdogs, sabblng, DIY gigs, 
raves and records. Buy it!

nazis, sexuality, Christian witch hunts 
against music and the general injustice 
of it all. This LP really hits the mark. 
It also comes with a booklet about the 
songs.

Well worth the £5 (UK) from Words 
Of Warning, PO Box 119, Newport, 
Gwent, Wales NP9 7YD.

• • • •
• • • . I
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delay - write and let us know today!

Mass society must be replaced with

PO Box

ZZ,

Theatre, 45

2062,Box Weston.

MALTA

UK
Grove,OXFORD GREEN ANARCHISTS, Box

ARTICLES
MAIL ORDER

1 r-

blacklisted or worse!
DISCLAIMER
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c/o
Uni

nothing to lose by taking back the 
mass society.

how to get a group organized.
If you don't want to go on the

send Portsmouth, Hampshire.

r Street, Kirkham,

You are responsible 
for yonr own security!

When writing to us, use a false name 
or your forename only, and a PO box 
or c/o address if you want a reply. 
Payment by postal order or cash is

SUBS S STREETSALES
If you want to streetsell or subscribe 
to GA, send the forms opposite and 
postal orders - we hate cheques! - off 
to Oxford Green Anarchists, Box ZZ, 
111 Magdalen Road. Don't forget to 
add 30% to cover our postage costs if 
you're living overseas.

If you're a prisoner or living In the 
former Eastern Bloc, we'll send you a 
free GA each time you write for one.

small groups to replace mass society. 
LAND OR DEATH

the heirarchical thinking as the State loses control of the rest 
of the planet.

A

SECURITY
If you want to get in touch with us 

the
and

green anarchists, remember that 
State thinks we're subversives 
regularly monitors our mall.

We reserve the right to substitute 
items of equal value If what you ask 
for is out of stock. Remind us if we 
don't meet your order after six weeks. 

ADVERTISING

len Road and we'll send you a free Newton Street, Piccadilly, Manchester Students Union, Coventry. z
Contacts Briefing with suggestions on Ml 1HW. WEST MIDLANDS GREEN ANARCHISTS

MERSEYSIDE EARTH FIRST! c/o Green c/o Box zz» 111 Magdalen Road, 
Oxford.
PHIL COSTELLOE, 29 Station Street, 
Walsall WS2 9JZ.
WOLVES EARTH FIRST.'/GREEN ANAR 
-CHISTS c/o Wolves Hunt Sabs, Wolves 

SOUTH DOWNS EARTH FIRST! Prior University Student Union, Wulfruna 
House, Tilbury Place, Brighton BN2.

Contacts list or haven't got time to GrouP> PO Box 187> 160 Mount Pleas- 
Why not join ant« Liverpool L69 7BR.

If you're got any opinions you want to 
share, send 'em in to GA via Oxford 
Green Anarchists, Box ZZ, 111 Magda
len Road. We'll eventually print any
thing that's interesting, readable and 
under 600 long on a no censorship, no 
endorsement basis. If you read an 
article you don't like, think out why 
and send in your response. GA isn't 
published on Planet Trotsky

undermine
that is destroying it.

REVOLUTION ON THE PERIPHERY
Mass society needs resources from 
across the planet to survive. Those 
most exploited by it are those that 

- - ' World, only

magazine and all items sold 
through GA Mall Order are produced

safer than by poxy cheques. This is This 
not a free country, so be warned - i ‘
carelessness over security can get you for entertainment purposes only. No 

material in It is Intended to incite any 
action liable to lead to criminal or 
civil charges. Can't you take a joke?

Send camera-ready ads to GA via 
Oxford Green Anarchists, Box ZZ, 111 
Magdalen Road. We charge £60 for a 
full page, with smaller ads pro rata. 
We can be persuaded to swap ads with 
other zines. Small ads cost 6p a word.

To order from GA, fill In the form 
opposite and state how many of each 
item you want next to It. Then send 
it off to Alder Valley Anarchists c/o 
151b London Road, Camberley, Surrey 
GU15 3JY with postal orders or cash - 
not cheques - to cover the cost of 
your order. Don't forget to add 15% 
to the amount for postage - or 30% 
for overseas orders.

AUTONOMY NOW
We must support the revolution on the 
periphery by making our own here. We 
must share the skills needed to survive 
without the State, create a culture of 
resistance to free us from the alienat
ion of mass society, live free of 
exploitation by boycotting banks and 
multinationals, building an alternative 
green and black economy and defend
ing ourselves and the Earth by taking 
direct action against military bases 
and labs, developers and industry, 
exploitation and intolerance.

anarchy. Nowadays, we're an active 
revolutionary network. You'll be able 
to read that for yourselves both here 
and in their publications available 
from GA Mail Order.

GA thinks results count - if you've 
got together a successful action, send 
us a communique. We want to expand 
our news section, so if you can write

Earth. By controlling the r
resources, the State controls society.
We must end our dependance on the be able to 
State by taking back the land and this < 
living self-sufficiently. By re-establish sufficient small 
ing our relationship with the Earth, we

STEVE c/o 45 M
Lancashire FR4 2AU.
BLACKMORE c/o 4 Ivy Mount, 
Street, Ingleton LA6.
PETE, :* ‘ “
Humberside.

If you agree with our statement ;
want to create green anarchy, why not
become a contact? Send off the form
opposite with an SSAE to Oxford DO,,UOD noau» ^amoeriey, surrey uun. WARWICK
Green Anarchists, Box ZZ, 111 Magda- BOLTON EVENING NOOSE: Dept 36, 1 Animal Rights Society,
len Road and we'll send you a free Newton Street, Piccadilly, Manchester Students Union, Coventry.

and ZZ, 111 Magdalen Road. NEWCASTLE ANARCHIST,
ALDER VALLEY ANARCHISTS c/o 151b 1(^F» Newcastle NE99 1QF.
London Road, Camberley, Surrey GU15. WARWICK ANIMAL RIGHTS

Warwick

SAM, 152 Harold Road, London E13.
CAMBRIDGE ANARCHIST GROUP c/o 
12 Mill Road, Cambridge.
WASP c/o Minfford, Mallwyd, Mach
ynlleth, Powys SY20 9HJ.
SHAGGY, 31 Heoloven, Rhiwbina, 
Cardiff, South Wales CF4 6EG.
H@GGIS, 28 Coila Place, Cumnock, 
Ayreshire, Scotland KA18 1CX.
JD c/o 6 Clarence Court, Coleraine, 
County Derry BT51 3BH.

USA

IT'S BEEN a many months coming 
together, but welcome back to GA!

The new look GA comes to you 
better, bigger and cheaper than 
before. You now get a quarter more 
copy and almost half the price!

You'll see from our expanded 
contacts listing that more people than 
ever before are advocating green

on community resistance, anti-fascism/ NEXT G.A. 
racism, anti-imperialism or gender/
sexual liberation, or if you want to do GA33 will be on the double theme of 
ALF or ELF listings, we'll give you a Tactics and Scams. What practical 
column. actions do we take to smash Statist

We're also thinking about putting a civilization? How do we rip it off to 
questionaire in GA33 to find out what undermine it from within and survive 
you think about the mag. But don't jn the meantime? News, articles, 

reviews - let's be hearing from you!

KIF DAVIES, PO
minster MD 21158.
JON EWING, PO Box 7385, Fullerton,
CA 92634.

MALTA GREEN ANARCHISTS c/o 
James DeBono, Lourdes Bld, Block S, 
Flat 3, Enrico Mizzi Stn, Ta'Xbiex.
PRISCILLA SCERRI, 4th September, 
Kent Street, Fgura.

organise a local group, why not join ant’ LiverP°°l L69 7BR.
our confidential Urgent Action list via SHAM c/o Counter-Image
the same address? Your nearest local Owleywood Road, Weaverham, North-
group will contact you when the next wich, Cheshire CU8 3LF.
issue of GA is published and all . .. . ...
contact groups will mail you Urgent S0UTH DOWNS EARTH FIRST! Prior University Student Union,-
Action Bulletins from then on. House, Tilbury Place, Brighton BN2. Street, Wolverhampton.

Alternatively, if you've got hassles SOUTH-WEST ANARCHIST NETWORK,
as a result of defending the Earth and BUD, Box A c/o 167 Fawcett Road P0 Box 4» Buckfastleigh, Devon TQ11. 
need green anarchist support, ' "— “ " *
details, suggestions for action, and a 
contact address to your nearest local
group. They will organise a UAB mail-
out to support you.

CIVILIZATION IS EXPLOITATION
Mass society is too complex to work 
without specialisation. Specialised 
division of labour alienates us from 
each other and creates a heirarchy 
needed to co-ordinate production. 
Heirarchy divides society into the 
powerful and powerless. The powerless 
are treated as objects to be exploited. 
Exploitation on grounds of class, 
gender, ethnicity and sexual prefer 
-ence is intrinsic to mass society. 
Mass society cannot be reformed. It 
must be replaced.

SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL

communities small enough for each 
person in them to be respected as an 
autonomous individual. In small comm
unities, self-determination would 
replace heirarchy. You can't fight 
mass with mass. If our means and 
ends are to be consistent, we must
organise in networks of autonomous work the land in the Third World, only 

to have the fruits of their labour 
exported to profit the rich. They have

Mass society alienates people from the land at the expense of mass'society' 
Earth's As less resources are imported from 

the Third World, mass society won't 
come up with the goods in 

country. Self-governing, self- 
_J communities will be 

more needed and easier to establish

R@BBIX, Pigeon Hole R c/o Students 
Union, University of Plymouth, Drake 
Circus, Plymouth, Devon PL4 8AA. 

Main PADDY c/o 1 Vine Cottage, Downs 
View, Looe, Cornwall.

122 Spring Bank, Hull, North I HOUSTON, 11 Alexandra
Finsbury Park, London N4.
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Mo 31: Kingston Green Fair.

■ and earn money on the side!

Fore n a me..........™..™........™ 
Contact Address.™.......™..™
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Large. Black or multicoloured on unbleached cotton. Designs 1-7 available. 
POSTERS ... 30p each
A3 black 6 white. Designs 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9-19 available.
BADGES ... 30p each
1" with GA logo, black on green.
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J Richard Hunt's The Natural Society
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Fr 3: Glastonbury Tor Gathering.
Fr 3: Silver Moon Free Festival, 
Cumbria.
Fr 10-Su 12: Village Idiots Gathering, 
Sussex.
Sa 21: International day of Peace. 
Th 23: Autumn Equinox, 1:22.
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75p

■ Provocative essays arguing for a
■ new view of sexual liberation.

Bob Black's The Abolition of Work 
... 50p
A pro-situ American classic,, lucidly 

J arguing for a ludic revolution. 
| TV Times
• A seven-day guide to killing your 
J TV, written in the spirit of ST.
■ Smashing The Image Factory ... 50p
■ How and why to turn advertising 
J empire images against themselves.

Dear Motorist ... 40p
An attack on the 
incorporating Andre
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Fair,
Conway Hall, Red Lion Square, London,
10am.
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; URGENT ACTION LIST
■ Forename. .™.™. ..... .......
2 Contact Address.™.............™....  
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■ Return to Oxford Green Anarchists, Box ■
■ ZZ, 34 Cowley Road, Oxford. You'll hear ■
a from us by the next issue. ■
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Richard 
Them?

JJ Expose of the exploitation that 
■ hides behind myths about Third 
I World development
• Cathy Levine's The Tyranny Of 
I Tyranny ... 35p
i Critique of Jo Freeman's Tyranny of 
| Structurelessness

ANSLIM's Beyond Sexuality

Send me a free GA Contacts Briefing 

Forena me. .......  ............  
■ Contact Address™

Living
Without Cruelty exhibition, Kensington. 
Phone Animal Aid on 0732 364546.
Sa 12-Sa 19: Anti-Angling Week.
Phone Campaign for the Abolition of 
Angling on 0836 279758.
Fr 16-Sn 25: WOMAD,
Reading, Berkshire.
Fr 16-Su 18: South East Animal Rights 
Coalition weekend of action against 
live exports.

X (

Parkdale, Altrincham.
Fr 23-Su 25: Happy Daze
Festival, Wales.
Fr 30: Green Man Free Festival, Clun, 
begins.

•» vtw -••• i •• i •*

Su 1-Sa 21: Ecotopia '93 at Ariege, 
near St Giron, Southern France.
Su 1: Green Man Free Festival ends.
Fr 6-Su 8: Torpedo Town Free 
Festival on the Hampshire/Sussex 
border.
Th 12: Inglorious 12th protests against 
grouse shooting. Phone Hunt Saboteurs 
Association on 0502 590357.
Fr 13-Sn 15: Twisted Tree Trunk Free 
Festival in South Wales.
Fr 20-Sa 22: Cissbury Ring
Festival at Worthing, Sussex.
Fr 20-Su 22: White Goddess
Festival.
Sa 28:

 • •■•••••
  

 10 bsues for £5.50. 5 Issues for £2.75
■ starting with' issue I....

Return to Oxford Green Anarchists, Box 
ZZ, 34 Cowley Road, Oxford. 
■■■iiiMma ■ ■■■
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I 
• 10 copies for £4. 50 copies for £16. 

Cash up front, non-returnable. Cheques 1 
I made payable to Green Anarchist. 

" Return to Oxford Green Anarchists, Box , 
a ZZ, 34 Cowley Road, Oxford. ■
• ■■■■ ■ ■ MM M ■ ■■■ • ■ ■ ■■■ •

... 50p
Critique of civilization arguing 
autonomous small communities can

JJ be the only basis for a free society. 
Hunt's Who's Starving 
50p

Tu 1: Earth Night!
Tu 1: Stonehenge Walk begins from 
Battersea Peace Pagoda.
Sa 5: Animal rights demo against 
Oxford University.
Sa 5-Su 6: Animal Defenders 
Veggie/vegan marathon 6 Sports 
Weekend and Fair, Shipley Country 
Park, nr Heanor, Derbyshire.
Sa 5: National demo against Glaxo, 
Gunnels Wood, llam-3pm. Info: Steven 
-age Animal Rights, Box 6, 
Lyon House, St Georges Way, 
-age, Hertfordshire SGI 1XY.
Fr 11-Sa 13: Animal Aid

Fr 2-Su 4: Bracknell Festival, South 
Hill Park, Bracknell, Berkshire. Phone 
0344 427272.
Sa 3: Meat-free march in Manchester. 
Phone Animal Rights Coalition on 061 
953 4039.
Fr 9-Su 11: Living Without Cruelty 
Scottish exhibition, Assembly Rooms, 
George Street, Edinburgh. Phone 
Advocates For Animals on 031 220 
6377.
Su 18: Vegetarian Society open day at

Sa 1-Su 2: Custom 6 Classic Bike
Show at Royal Bath 6 West England
Showground, nr Castle Cary/Shepton
Mallet, Somerset, £15. Phone 0272
475228.
Su 2: Beltane Free Festival.
Fr 7-Mo 10: Earth First! National
Gathering in Leicester. Phone 0533
531105.
Su 9: Clfssfold Park Homeless festival,
London.
Sa 15: Wellcome Laboratories demo.
South Eden Park Road, Beckenham,
Kent, noon. Phone Bromley Animal
Defence Group on 081 464 6035.
Sa 15: International trafflc/greenhouse 
action. Phone 071 737 0100.
Sa 15: International Conscientiouus
Objectors Day.
Sa 22: National demonstration against
Toxicol in Ledbury.
Th 27: Anti-Vivisection Agency Lobby 
of Parliament with Dr Vernon Cole
man, Dr Jean Munro and Angela
Walder. Phone 0272 553230.
Sa 29-Su 30: Anarchist Summer School 
at Govanhill Neighbourhood Centre,
Glasgow. Info: Jack Campin, Room
GO92, Computing Science Department, Fr 18-Sd 25: Stonehenge Free Festival, 

University, 17 Lilybank Wiltshire.
Sa 19: Day of Local Group Action 
against Boots the Vivisectors.

Boots Action Group
Powys ALARA, 58 Seven Sisters Road, London

D 3 te •••••••
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Glasgow University, 17
Gardens, Glasgow G12 8RZ.
Sa 29-Su 30: Wales Vegan Festival.
Info: Wales Vegan, Bron yr Ysgol, London
Montpelier Park, Llandrindod,

■ SUBSCRIBE!
* Save 5p on each copy. Do yourself a 
I favour ... and us one too!

■ Forename.................... 
■ Contact Address™

car empire,
Gorz's Social 

Ideology of the Motorcar. 

No Justice, No Peace ... £1
Eye-witness account of the 1992 LA 
Riots challenging media lies.
Interviews ... £2
How and why the Animal Liberation 
Front organise direct action.
Into The 1990s With The ALF ...75p 
Follow-up to Interviews, detailing 
more recent ALF tactics.

ZINES
Dark Diamonds #3/4 ... £1 
Lancaster Bomber #3 ... 50p 
Bolton Evening Noose #5
Newcastle Anarchist 
Arkangel #3 ... 50p

BACK ISSUES ... 30p each
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I? °,xford Green Anarchists, Box 
ZZ, 34 Cowley Road, Oxford.

N7.
Mo 21: Summer Solstice, 9:58.
Sa 22: National Anti-vivisection demo 
against Toxicol, Ledbury.
Mo 24: International Women's Day of 
Disarmament.
Su 25-Tu 27: Wish You Were Here 
Picnic near Ringwood, Hampshire.
Fr 28-Mo 31: Avon Free Festival, 
Bristol/Castlemorton.
Sa 29-Su 30: 5th Welsh Motorcycle 
Extravaganza at the Royal Welsh 
Showground, Llanelwedd, Builth Wells, 
Powys, 9am-6pm. Phone 0934 626159. 
Sa 29-Su 30: Wales Vegan Festival. 
So 30: Redbridge Green Fair.
Su 30: Record Fair, Brighton Centre, 
Brighton, 10am-5pm.
Mo 31: Anti-bloodsports protest at the 
County Show, Stoke Park, Guildford. 
Mo 31: Kingston Green Fair, Kingston, 
Surrey.
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